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Eosinophilic granulomatosis with polyangiitis (EGPA) is a rare disease

characterized by eosinophil-rich granulomatous inflammation and necrotizing

vasculitis, pre-dominantly affecting small-to-medium-sized vessels. It is

categorized as a primary antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody (ANCA)-associated

vasculitides (AAVs) but also shares features of hypereosinophilic syndrome (HES);

therefore, both vessel inflammation and eosinophilic infiltration are suggested

to cause organ damage. This dual nature of the disease causes variable clinical

presentation. As a result, careful differentiation from mimicking conditions is

needed, especially from HES, given the overlapping clinical, radiologic, and

histologic features, and biomarker profile. EGPA also remains a diagnostic

challenge, in part because of asthma, which may pre-dominate for years,

and often requires chronic corticosteroids (CS), which can mask other disease

features. The pathogenesis is still not fully understood, however, the interaction

between eosinophils and lymphocytes B and T seems to play an important role.

Furthermore, the role of ANCA is not clear, and only up to 40% of patients are

ANCA-positive. Moreover, two ANCA-dependent clinically and genetically distinct

subgroups have been identified. However, a gold standard test for establishing

a diagnosis is not available. In practice, the disease is mainly diagnosed based

on the clinical symptoms and results of non-invasive tests. The unmet needs

include uniform diagnostic criteria and biomarkers to help distinguish EGPA from

HESs. Despite its rarity, notable progress has been made in understanding the

disease and in its management. A better understanding of the pathophysiology

has provided new insights into the pathogenesis and therapeutic targets, which

are reflected in novel biological agents. However, there remains an ongoing

reliance on corticosteroid therapy. Therefore, there is a significant need for more

effective and better-tolerated steroid-sparing treatment schemes.
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1. Introduction

Eosinophilic granulomatosis with polyangiitis (EGPA) is a
rare disease characterized by late-onset asthma, blood and tissue
eosinophilia, and small-to-medium vessel vasculitis (1). It was
first described in 1951 by two pathologists (J. Churg and
L. Strauss), based on an analysis of autopsies of 13 patients
with asthma, eosinophilia, and specific organ lesions, such as
cardiac insufficiency, renal failure, and peripheral neuropathy
(2). Its annual incidence and pre-valence range from 1 to
3 per 1,000,000 and 11 to 45 per 1,000,000, respectively,
without gender dominance (3). However, the disease may be
underdiagnosed because of restrictive pathomorphological criteria
(2). Patients with asthma are a particular risk group, as they
experience EGPA 34 times more frequently than those in the
general population (4). The mean age at disease onset is
approximately 50 years (5), although the disease can also occur in
children (6).

Eosinophilic granulomatosis with polyangiitis is often
diagnosed in pneumonological departments, where patients
are referred due to asthma and lung lesions in chest computed
tomography (CT) scans. In a recent study, among 46 consecutive
patients hospitalized in a respiratory center because of peripheral
eosinophilia and respiratory/lung symptoms (from 2017 to
2019), EGPA was the most common cause of these conditions
(45.6%) (7). According to the current nomenclature classification,
EGPA belongs to the group of antineutrophil cytoplasmic
antibody (ANCA)-associated vasculitides (AAVs), along with
granulomatosis with polyangiitis (GPA) and microscopic
polyangiitis (MPA) (8), however, it is clearly distinct from
GPA to MPA (9, 10). This is a unique disease sharing features of
vasculitis and hypereosinophilic syndrome (HES) (11). In addition,
these two processes are responsible for the heterogeneous clinical
symptoms and phenotypes. Therefore, diagnosis is challenging
and requires careful differentiation under mimicking conditions.
ANCA are present less frequently than GPA and MPA (up to
30–40% of patients), and primarily target myeloperoxidase (MPO)
(9, 10).

Given its rarity and unique features (such as eosinophilia
and eosinophilic inflammation), EGPA has often been excluded
from AAV studies, which has resulted in a delay in progress in
knowledge about the disease compared to other AAVs. However,
recently, increasing interest in EGPA as a subject of clinical trials
has been observed, and new international projects concerning
EGPA are being developed (12). Significant improvements in our
understanding of the disease reflect meaningful progress in its
early diagnosis and treatment. In this article, we discuss advances
in EGPA, including its pathogenesis, diagnosis, and treatment,
considering novel drugs that have or are being evaluated to improve
patient outcomes.

Eosinophilic granulomatosis with polyangiitis has been defined
mainly based on the histologic findings known since the first
EGPA description by Churg and Strauss (2). According to
the 1994 Chapel Hill Consensus Conference (CHCC), EGPA
is defined as an eosinophil-rich and necrotizing granulomatous
inflammation often involving the respiratory tract, with necrotizing
vasculitis affecting small to medium vessels, and is associated
with asthma and eosinophilia (13). In 2012, the nomenclature

and classification system was revised. The former name “Churg-
Strauss syndrome” was replaced with EGPA, and the disease
was classified into a new group “ANCA-AAVs” alongside GPA
and MPA (8). However, recent data indicate that the current
terminology “EGPA” is not entirely appropriate and requires
revision. Although it implies that EGPA is a genuine vasculitis
(“polyangiitis”), symptoms of vasculitis are not present in
all patients, and it is still debated whether patients having
asthma, hypereosinophilia, and eosinophil-rich granulomatous
inflammation without necrotizing vasculitis, should be determined
as having EGPA (14).

2. Pathogenesis and triggering
factors

While the triggering factors for EGPA remain unknown, our
understanding of its pathogenesis has significantly improved. The
disease is considered an immune-inflammatory disorder based
on the profound immunological dysregulation of both the innate
and adaptive immune systems, including T and B lymphocytes,
eosinophils, and neutrophils. In addition, genetic pre-dispositions
have been reported (15).

2.1. T lymphocytes

In EGPA both Th1 and Th2 pathways are activated,
and eosinophils contribute to organ damage (16). EGPA is
mainly considered a Th2-response disease. This is evidenced
by elevated serum levels of Th2-related cytokines (17, 18) and
increased expression of Th2 and regulatory-type transcripts in
bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF) cells from patients with active
EGPA (19). The T-cell receptors of patients with EGPA show
a restricted repertoire (20), suggesting that an antigen-mediated
process is likely responsible for their activation (1). Activated
Th2 lymphocytes secrete many eosinophilotropic cytokines,
including interleukins (IL) 3, 4, 5, 10, and 13, which enhance
eosinophil maturation in the bone marrow and their peripheral
activation (18, 19). Among these interleukins (ILs), IL-5 is the
key cytokine that mediates the release of eosinophils into the
bloodstream. It enhances eosinophil production, maturation, and
activation and prolongs survival, mainly by inhibiting apoptosis
(21), however, it is not responsible for fostering eosinophil
infiltration of specific tissues (21). The relevance of the Th2
pathway is underlined by the efficacy of treatment based
on the blocking of IL-5. IL-5 receptor (IL-5R) expression is
specific to eosinophil differentiation, as it is almost exclusively
expressed in eosinophils (22). Targeting IL-5 or IL-5R has become
an attractive approach to treating eosinophil-related disorders,
including EGPA (23).

Although the Th2 response plays a crucial role, Th17 and Th1
lymphocytes are also involved in EGPA pathogenesis. Th17 cells
are specific lymphocytes that produce several proinflammatory
cytokines (IL-17A, IL-17F, or IL-22) and are regulated by regulatory
T-lymphocytes (Treg), which suppress the immune response and
have a protective role in the development of autoimmune disorders
(24). Elevated numbers of Th17 cells and decreased frequency
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of Treg cells have been found in patients with EGPA; the
Th17/Treg ratio correlates well with markers of disease activity,
and CCR4-active chemokines contribute to eosinophilia (25). The
involvement of the Th1 pathway is evidenced by the increased
serum concentration of interferon-gamma (IFN-γ) in EGPA
patients (26). This cytokine is involved in granuloma formation to
protect against the cytotoxic effects of eosinophils. Moreover, Th1
cells were detected in skin lesion biopsies (27), and the gut mucosa
of patients with EGPA; the latter has a positive correlation with
disease activity (28). Clonally expanded CD8 + T cells have also
been described in patients with EGPA, suggesting their pathogenic
role in vascular damage (29).

2.2. Eosinophils

Evidence supports that eosinophils play a key role in the
pathogenesis of EGPA, with abnormal proliferation, impaired
apoptosis, and increased tissue toxicity attributed to eosinophil
products (5). Their increased number and extracellular protein
deposition have been observed in various tissue specimens,
including skin (30) and endomyocardial samples (31). The direct
toxic effect is associated with the release of cytoplasmic granules
upon eosinophil activation (32, 33). However, it can also be an
indirect toxic effect as a result of the recruitment and activation
of other inflammatory cells (26). There were two types of granule-
characterized eosinophils. The primary granule contains Charcot-
Leyden crystal proteins and lipid bodies, which are complex
inducible organelles that are the site of eicosanoid synthesis,
while the secondary granule contains a variety of pre-formed
proinflammatory cytokines, enzymes, and growth factors, as well as
specific cationic proteins [major basic protein (MBP); eosinophilic
cationic protein (ECP); eosinophil peroxidase (EPO); eosinophil-
derived neurotoxin (EDN)], which are mainly responsible for
specific organ damage (26, 34). The effect of eosinophils depends
largely on the tissue involved, however, complications of their
accumulation and activation include thrombosis (34, 35), fibrosis
(36), and allergic inflammation (26, 34, 37). In addition to being
activated, eosinophils secrete many cytokines which enhance the
Th2 response, thereby maintaining a vicious circle. Eosinophils are
a key source of IL-25. Its elevated concentrations have been found
in patients with EGPA and are associated with disease activity and
the degree of eosinophilia (38).

In addition to the Th-2 pathway, eotaxins (CCL11-eotaxin,
CCL24-eotaxin 2, and CCL26-eotaxin 3) are potent eosinophil
activators. They are eosinophil-selected chemokines mainly
secreted by endothelial cells but also by T lymphocytes; for example,
both IL-4 and 13 released by Th2 cells are synergic promoters
of eotaxin synthesis (39). Furthermore, eotaxin 3 is a particularly
potent chemoattractant that binds to a specific CCR3 receptor
(highly expressed in eosinophils) (22). Increased levels of eotaxin 3
have been described in patients with EGPA and are correlated with
disease activity (40, 41).

One case report of Fip1-like1-plateled-derived factor receptor
A (FIP1L1-PDGFRA) – positive EGPA implicated the role of
tyrosine kinase pathways as drivers for eosinophilia in EGPA (42).
The efficacy of imatinib in FIP1L1-PDGFR A-unmutated EGPA has
also been previously described (43, 44). These findings indicate a
possible shared pathogenic mechanism of EGPA with HES.

2.3. The innate immune system

Increased IL-33, thymic stromal lymphopoietin (TSLP), and
type 2 innate lymphoid cells (ILC2) have been found in patients
with active EGPA, indicating that the pathogenesis of EGPA
involves interactions between the innate and adaptive immune
systems (45). TSLP is a critical mediator of the Th2 response, acting
on multiple cell lineages, including eosinophils and ILC2, affecting
their maturation, survival, and recruitment. One activator of TSLP
is IL-4, which is significantly increased in patients with EGPA.
ILC2 are characterized by high expression of transcription factor
3 (GATA3) and production of IL-5 and IL-13 (28), which are key
factors involved in the recruitment of eosinophils.

2.4. B lymphocytes, ANCA, and
neutrophils

The role of B lymphocytes in the pathogenesis of EGPA
has also recently been highlighted, although not well established,
however, the promising results of anti-CD 20 B-cells depleting
therapy can support this idea (46). In addition, many patients
exhibit an abnormal humoral response, reflecting B lymphocyte
activation. Elevated serum concentrations of total immunoglobulin
E (IgE) and IgE-containing immune complexes are often observed
in patients with EGPA (26). It has also been reported that
immunoglobulin G subclass 4 (IgG4) levels are essentially increased
(47) and correlated with the number of affected organs and
disease severity in EGPA (48). Tsurikisawa et al. (49) showed a
significant increase in the proportion of B lymphocytes positive
for CD80, CD27, and CD95 in the blood of EGPA patients with
frequent relapses, while those with the seldom-relapsing disease
had higher CD19-positive B-cell counts and higher serum IgG
levels, suggesting that frequently relapsing EGPA is associated with
induced B-cell apoptosis. Finally, a comparison of lymphocyte
immunophenotypes in EGPA patients showed that, in addition to
increased T lymphocyte activity, they correlated with increased
plasmablasts and T follicular helper lymphocytes (Tfh), indicating
that B-cell activation is involved in the development of EGPA (50).

The presence of ANCA also reflects the activation of B
lymphocytes, however, the pathogenic role of these antibodies in
EGPA has not been firmly established and is suspected to be
similar to MPA. Animal models have shown that MPO-ANCA
has a direct damaging effect on endothelial cells, resulting in
the development of necrotizing crescentic glomerulonephritis and
pulmonary hemorrhage (51). In a human case study, a newborn was
reported to develop pulmonary-renal syndrome with the placental
transmission of MPO-ANCA (52). A study conducted by Falk
et al. (53) made a breakthrough regarding the pathogenic role
of ANCA in AAVs. The study proved that ANCA can activate
primed neutrophils to produce reactive oxygen species (ROS) and
release lytic enzymes that cause necrosis of endothelial cells and
adjacent matrix. Unlike GPA and MPA, where the role of ANCA
is well established, in EGPA it is still not fully understood. First,
ANCA is detected in only one-third of patients, less frequently
than GPA and MPA (9, 54, 55). Second, although EGPA and MPA
are characterized by the same type of ANCA (anti-MPO), the
diseases differ significantly in their clinical phenotype [e.g., renal
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involvement or diffuse alveolar hemorrhage (DAH) is much more
frequent and more severe in MPA than in EGPA] (56). It has
been suggested that alternative MPO epitopes, other than those in
MPA, develop in ANCA-positive EGPA, contributing to mitigated
vascular features (15). Finally, the presence of ANCA in EGPA does
not always correlate with symptoms of vasculitis (14). Some authors
speculate that for EGPA, a different targeted epitope, a change to the
specific epitope conformation, or a failure in the masking process
of this epitope by the ceruloplasmin fragment could explain the
presence of MPO-ANCA (57).

In recent years, there has been much interest in neutrophil
extracellular traps (NETs). NETs are defined as a network of
chromatin threads containing histones and proteolytic enzymes
(including MPO) that can be released by activated neutrophils
to kill bacteria (58). Furthermore, NETs are considered to play
an important role in the pathogenesis of AAVs and are a
source of ANCA (59, 60). However, a recent study demonstrated
enhanced NETs in patients with EGPA with no regard to
ANCA status, significantly correlated with blood eosinophil
count (61). Eosinophil extracellular traps (EETs) and eosinophil
ETosis (EETosis) have also recently been studied in EGPA (62).
Mukherjee et al. (63) demonstrated that immunoprecipitated
immunoglobulins from ANCA (+) sputum derived from patients
with EGPA allowed extensive EETs from both neutrophils and
eosinophils in vitro. Direct evidence of EETs/EEtosis within the
thrombus in patients with EGPA has been also provided (64).

2.5. Genetics

Several immunogenetic factors that pre-dispose patients to
EGPA have been identified. It has been shown that the HLA-
DRB1∗07 and DRB1∗04 alleles are associated with the development
of EGPA, while DRB1∗03 and DRB1∗13 are protective (65).
Another genetic risk factor is HLA-DRB4, which suggests a strong
link with CD4 + T lymphocyte activation (66). In turn, functionally
relevant variations in the IL-10 gene promoter (IL-10.2 haplotype)
are associated with ANCA-negative EGPA (67).

Recently, a genome-wide association study (GWAS)
demonstrated that ANCA status in EGPA is associated with a
specific genetic background (56). EGPA with ANCA positivity is
associated with human leukocyte antigen DQ (HLA-DQ), which
shares both clinical and major histocompatibility complex (MHC)
associations with anti-MPO AAV. In turn, ANCA-negative EGPA
has a mucosal barrier origin and is associated with variants of the
glycoprotein A33 (GPA33) and IL-5/interferon regulatory factor 1
(IRF1) (genotype sharing with asthma). There was an association
of both EGPA subgroups (ANCA + and ANCA –) with variants at
the TSLP, BCL2L11, and CDK6 loci and suggestive evidence for
BACH2, Chromosome 10, and lipoma preferred partner (LPP),
indicating that EGPA is characterized by certain genetic variants
associated with the syndrome as a whole (56).

3. Triggering factors

There are no well-known triggering factors of EGPA,
however, environmental factors, infections, and drugs have been
speculated. Several cases of disease development following massive

antigen inhalation (grain dust, flour dust, and cereal dust) (68)
and exposure to pigeons have been described (69). Regarding
infectious agents, Aspergillus fumigatus triggers EGPA. Some
reports demonstrated that Aspergillus might be a pathogen
common to both allergic bronchopulmonary aspergillosis (ABPA)
and EGPA, and prolonged exposure to this fungus in some patients
with ABPA may promote progression to EGPA (70). A case of
concomitant ABPA and EGPA after Aspergillus niger infection has
also been reported (71). Other infectious agents include viruses,
among others. A case of EGPA following COVID-19 has been
recently reported (72).

Other factors include drugs mainly used in asthma, such as
leukotriene receptor antagonists (LTRAs) or anti-IgE antibodies,
which are also suspected to induce EGPA (73, 74), however, the
mechanism to induce vasculitis is not well-known. One hypothesis
is that the administration of these drugs in the asthmatic phase
of undiagnosed patients with EGPA may result in vasculitis burst
due to reducing the steroid dose, previously masking symptoms of
EGPA (5). Two case-controlled studies concluded that treatment
with LTRAs did not increase the risk of EGPA (4, 75). However,
a recent monocentric retrospective study found a significant
correlation between LTRAs exposure and ANCA positivity in
EGPA patients. The authors speculated that LTRAs could induce
imbalanced stimulation of leukotriene receptors, which may cause
neutrophil activation, NETs production, and subsequent ANCA
stimulation, resulting in the development of vasculitis (76). Other
suspected drugs include anti-IL therapies. Ikeda et al. (77) described
a case of EGPA that became apparent following the discontinuation
of dupilumab (anti-IL-4/IL-13 antibody). Additionally, Lim et al.
(78) reported a case of EGPA during benralizumab (anti-
IL5Rα ) treatment.

As asthma is a major feature, allergy may also contribute to
the development of EGPA. However, systematic allergy testing in
patients with EGPA revealed evidence of allergy in less than one-
third of patients (79). Other suspected factors include vaccination
and desensitization (5). A case of EGPA that developed following
a booster dose of the anti-SARS-CoV-2 vaccine has also been
reported (80).

4. Clinical symptoms and disease
stages

Classically, EGPA develops in three consecutive stages. The
first is the prodromal phase dominated by asthma and allergic
rhinosinusitis. After a variable period (mean 9.3 ± 10.8 years)
(5), the eosinophilic phase develops—characterized by peripheral
and tissue eosinophilia, which may result in pulmonary infiltrates,
eosinophilic cardiomyopathy, or gastrointestinal involvement (GI).
Next, the disease progresses into the vasculitic phase, in which
organ manifestations consistent with vasculitis pre-dominate (81).
However, disease succession does not always occur. In some
patients, there is an overlap of these phases, or the disease may
begin with the eosinophilic phase; in others, the absence of
either eosinophilic or vasculitic phases is observed (1, 34). This
complexity of the disease makes the clinical manifestation diverse.
Interestingly, the spectrum of manifestations varies depending on
the patient recruitment center, e.g., patients admitted to respiratory
departments have more frequent cardiac involvement and limited
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features of vasculitis (14). The frequencies of organ involvement
and phenotypic features in the selected EGPA cohort are presented
in Table 1.

4.1. The prodromal phase

Asthma is a major feature of EGPA usually preceding the
symptoms of vasculitis (mean 9.3 ± 10.8 years) (5). It concerns
90–100% of patients (14, 54, 82–87) and is characterized by
distinct features compared to asthmatic patients in the general
population. First, it is usually late-onset asthma, which begins
in adulthood at around 30–40 years of age. Second, an allergic
background is present in less than one-third of patients with
EGPA, compared with approximately 70% of patients with asthma
in general, and there are no seasonal exacerbations (79). Atopy,
if present, is associated with a better prognosis but with more
severe or uncontrolled asthma manifestations in the year before
the development of vasculitis (88). Third, asthma in EGPA is
usually severe and often requires long-term treatment with oral
corticosteroids (CS) despite the regression of systemic disease. In
a retrospective study of 157 patients with EGPA, asthma was severe
in 57% of cases, whereas persistent airflow obstruction was present
in 38, 30, and 46% of patients at diagnosis, 3-year follow-up, and
final visit, respectively (89). In another study, airflow obstruction
was observed in approximately 40% of patients in clinical
remission (90). It remains unclear why systemic therapy controls
systemic manifestations in EGPA, but not asthma symptoms.
Some authors speculate a dissociation between eosinophil bone
marrow production and eosinophil recruitments in the airways
which results that in sputum (but not blood), eosinophilia is still
present in the group of EGPA patients in remission phase (91).
Asthma, although often severe, may paradoxically improve during
the full-blown vasculitic phase (92). However, it has recently been
demonstrated that the severity of asthma increases 3–6 months
before the onset of systemic symptoms (89). Furthermore, severe
or uncontrolled asthma is associated with baseline pulmonary and
ear, nose, and throat (ENT) manifestations but not with clear-cut
vasculitic features (93).

Finally, asthma in EGPA is often accompanied by allergic
manifestations in the upper respiratory tract, such as allergic
rhinitis, chronic sinusitis (70–90%) (89), and nasal polyps (42–58%)
(89, 94–96). At this stage of the disease, distinguishing prodromal
ENT symptoms in the course of EGPA from chronic rhinosinusitis
with nasal polyps (CRSwNP) is challenging; especially in the biopsy,
both typical histological features of eosinophilic polyposis are
present (96, 97). Lesions observed in GPA, such as destructive
granulomatous inflammation or nasal crusting, are uncommon
in EGPA. However, secretive otitis media, chronic ear drainage,
sensorineural hearing loss, and facial nerve paralysis may occur
(34, 98).

4.2. The eosinophilic phase

In this phase, clinical symptoms are due to eosinophilic
infiltration of organs. Typically, the lungs, gastrointestinal tract,
and heart are affected.

Lung involvement is present in 37–98% of patients with EGPA,
depending on the study series (9, 55, 84, 99–102). In addition,
a chest radiograph is abnormal in 70% of patients and shows
bilateral pulmonary consolidative or reticulonodular opacities
in a peripheral distribution (103). In high-resolution computed
tomography (HRCT), which is a more precise method, pulmonary
lesions can be classified as airspace and airway patterns (104),
however, both types often coexist in one patient. Furthermore, all
lung imaging changes observed in EGPA are not EGPA-specific
and are frequently observed in other diseases (7, 105). The airspace
pattern is mostly migrating patchy infiltrates with peripheral
dominance corresponding to chronic eosinophilic pneumonia
(EP), (104, 106) which antedate systemic vasculitis in 40% of
cases (81). Other common findings are ground-glass opacities (39–
53%), followed by consolidations (28–42%), and poorly defined
nodules (24–63%) (89, 106). The airway pattern consists of small
centrilobular nodules, tree-in-bud sign, bronchial dilatation, wall
thickening, and mosaic perfusion pattern (89, 104, 106), which
reflect airway involvement in the course of asthma generally,
not only in EGPA (7). Greater severity and longer duration
of asthma (>5 years) are significantly associated with a higher
incidence of airway abnormalities on HRCT in patients with EGPA
(107). Histologically, small nodules correspond to eosinophilic
bronchiolitis and peribronchiolar vasculitis, whereas bronchial
wall thickening is associated with airway wall eosinophil and
lymphocyte infiltrations (106).

Other less frequent thoracic symptoms of EGPA include pleural
effusion and hilar or mediastinal lymphadenopathy (108, 109).
Pleural effusion may develop secondary to eosinophilic pleurisy
as well as eosinophilic cardiomyopathy-associated congestive heart
failure (1). Other HRCT findings may include interstitial edema,
cardiac enlargement, or pericardial effusion, all of which are related
to cardiac involvement. In some patients, these HRCT findings may
be the only chest symptoms.

A small proportion of patients (3–4%) may experience DAH,
which is a life-threatening vasculitic manifestation that can lead to
acute respiratory distress (16).

GI is less common in EGPA, although it is significantly more
frequent than in GPA or MPA (84). This organ manifestation
is recognized in 24–78% of patients, depending on the series
and diagnostic tests used (54, 55, 82–84, 100). Manifestations
are non-specific and include abdominal pain, which is the
most frequently reported symptom (30–91%) (54, 100, 110),
followed by diarrhea (45%) (110) and minor bleeding (3–9%)
(54, 82, 100). Cholecystitis, pancreatitis, intestinal infarction,
and ischemic colitis have been described, but they are rarely
present (1–3%) (54, 102). In a study of 383 patients with EGPA,
symptoms of acute surgical abdomen occurred in approximately
6% of the cases (55). In another study, 22–45% experienced
severe GI manifestations, potentially requiring surgery (16). In
EGPA, clinical GI symptoms and findings on abdominal CT
are non-specific and require differentiation from other diseases.
Common CT features include bowel enlargement and pathologic
enhancement (16), whereas histological examination demonstrates
mainly eosinophilic infiltrations, sometimes with vasculitis and
eosinophilic granulomas (5, 102, 111).

Among the three types of AAVs, cardiac involvement (CI)
is most common in EGPA and is mostly present in ANCA-
negative patients (9, 10, 55, 112). In Churg and Straus’s original
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TABLE 1 Organ involvement and phenotypic features of selected eosinophilic granulomatosis with polyangiitis (EGPA) cohorts.

Guillevin
et al. (99)

Comarmond
et al. (55)

Durel et al.
(100)

Sinico et al.
(9)

Moosig et al.
(82)

Tsurikisawa
et al. (83)

Samson
et al. (54)

Saku et al.
(101)

Durel et al.
(134)

Healy et al.
(85)

Bettiol
et al. (86)

Fijolek
et al. (87)

No. of pts 96 383 101 93 150 121 118 188 63 93 573 86

M/F (n) 44/52 199/184 43/58 39/54 76/74 42/79 64/54 121/67 27/36 ND 276/297 35/51

Country France France France, Italy, UK Italy Germany Japan France,
Belgium, UK

Japan France, Italy,
Belgium, UK

New Zealand
USA

Italy, Austria,
UK

Poland

Study period 1963–1995 1957–2009 1990–2011 1989–2004 1990–2009 1999–2015 2005–2011 1996–2015 1990–2011 1997–2003 1988–2018 1992–2020

Center Internal
Medicine

FVSG Internal
Medicine,

Allergology,
Immunology

Nephrology,
Immunology,

Rheumatology,
Pulmonology,

Neurology

Rheumatology,
Internal Medicine,

Otorhinolaryngology,
Ophthalmology,

Cardiology

Allergology,
Respirology

Internal
Medicine,

Immunology,
Allergology,

Pulmonology

Internal
Medicine,

Immunology,
Rheumatology

Nephrology,
Internal

Medicine

Internal
Medicine,

Allergology,
Immunology

Internal
Medicine,
Surgery,

Rheumatology,
Allergology,

Pulmonology,
Nephrology

Pulmonology

Age at onset of
EGPA (mean or
median; yrs)

48.2 50.3 49.2 51.6 49.1 53.3 51.9 59.7 60 (median) ND 55.3 (median) 35 (median)

Eosinophil
count/mm3

(mean or median)

7,193 7,569 ND 4,400 1,100 8,528 8,231 8,775 3,650 (median) ND 2,680 5,000 (median)

ANCA (+) (%) 47.6 31.0 42.6 37.0 30.0 35.0 41.0 47.0 84.0 16.1 50.1 14.0

Asthma (%) 100.0 91.1 100.0 95.7 92.7 98.3 94.0 95.2 100.0 100 96.3 (lower
respiratory

tract)

96.5

Sinusitis (%) 61.1 41.8 92.1 77.4 76.7 91.2 68.0 50.0 70.0 63.4 79.4 (ENT) 82.6

Organ manifestation (%)

Lungs 37.5 91.4 54.5 50 61 67.6 98 34.6 38.0 65.6 ND 88.4

Nerve 78.1 55.1 66.3 64.5 76 98.3 74 88.3 46.0 52.0 63.2 54.6

Heart 13.5 27.4 20.8 16.1 46 73.9 38 11.2 14.0 28.0 21.3 76.7

GI 33.3 23.2 25.0 21.5 28 78.6 29 12.2 ND 17.2 10.1 19.8

Skin 51.0 39.7 46.5 52.7 49 67.9 48 41.5 40.0 67.7 36.6 43.0

Kidneys 26.0 21.75 26.0 26.9 18 35.2 27 18.1 86.0 17.2 13.8 16.3

ANCA, antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies; GI, gastrointestinal involvement; ENT, ear, nose, throat; FVSG, French Vasculitis Study Group; anti-MPO, antimyeloperoxidase; anti-PR3, antiproteinase 3; ND, no data.
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cohort, it occurred in more than 50% of autopsies (2), however,
its reported incidence varies from 11 to 74%, depending on the
series and diagnostic techniques used (54, 55, 82, 84, 101, 113, 114).
Clinical manifestations are variable and include myocarditis (often
with thrombus formation), pericarditis, valvular insufficiency, or
involvement of the conduction system, resulting in arrhythmia
(5, 98, 115–117). The severity of clinical symptoms varies from
mild to clinically overt and life-threatening. Patients most often
complain of chest pain and dyspnea (116, 118, 119), but the
first symptom may also be acute congestive heart failure, life-
threatening arrhythmia, and cardiac death (119). In addition,
cardiac involvement can be asymptomatic (83, 118, 120–123). In
recent data of Polish 86 patients with EGPA, cardiac invasion was
found in 76.7% of the cases, with almost 30% of the cases being
asymptomatic (87).

Eosinophilia and its cytotoxicity play a crucial role in heart
damage caused by EGPA (119). Patients with CI have been reported
to have significantly higher eosinophil counts at diagnosis than
those without this organ manifestation (118, 124); usually, they
were younger, had negative ANCA, higher disease activity, and
higher C-reactive protein (CRP) levels (118). Three successive
stages of eosinophilic cardiac damage have been described. The
first stage is necrosis due to the infiltration of eosinophils
and the release of granular proteins. The second phase is
characterized by thrombosis formation, whereas fibrosis of the
endocardium and valves occurs in the final stage, resulting in
restrictive cardiomyopathy and cardiac insufficiency (119). This
phase corresponds to scarring of the endomyocardium and is
irreversible; therefore, early detection of cardiac involvement is
crucial for prognosis. This is because treatment at the earlier stages
provides a chance to reverse the inflammatory process and limit
myocardial necrosis.

CI of EGPA can also be derived from coronary vasculitis,
which is a rare situation occurring in approximately 3% of patients
and manifests as myocardial infarction with negative results on
coronary angiography (82, 113).

4.3. The vasculitic phase

This phase manifests as a feature of vasculitis. Typically, the
nervous system, skin, and kidneys are affected, with the latter being
the rarest. However, every organ may be involved. This phase
is often preceded by general symptoms such as fever, weakness,
muscle pain, or arthritis.

Involvement of the nervous system is a prominent feature of
the vasculitic phase. It affects 42–76% of EGPA patients (54, 55, 82,
84, 87, 102), mainly ANCA-positive (9, 10). Among other forms
of AAVs, it is most prevalent in EGPA (65 vs. 23% in MPA, and
19% in GPA) (125). Frequently affected nerves include the peroneal,
tibial, ulnar, and median nerves, but the typical presentation
is mononeuritis multiplex, usually manifested by foot drop and
symmetrical polyneuropathy, often progressing when left untreated
(126). Patients complain of numbness, burning sensation, pain,
limb weakness, and other sensory disturbances, which can be the
first symptom, even in 63% of the cases (126, 127). Diagnosis
is mainly based on clinical evaluation and may be confirmed by
electromyography (EMG) or nerve biopsy. However, the latter

procedure is infrequently performed in clinical practice. In a large
study of 955 AAV patients, only 12% underwent nerve biopsies,
of which 53% had definitive vasculitis (125). Pathophysiologically,
nerve damage is caused by vasculitis and eosinophilic infiltrates,
with the latter pre-dominating in ANCA-negative cases (128).

Central nervous system (CNS) involvement in EGPA is less
common and is reported in 5–29% of cases with neurological
symptoms (54, 55, 82, 83). The main neurological manifestations
included ischemic cerebrovascular lesions (52%), intracerebral
and/or subarachnoid hemorrhage (24%), loss of visual acuity
(33%), and cranial nerve palsies (21%). The clinical course
varies, with long-term neurological sequelae being common (43%).
Intracerebral hemorrhages have the worst prognostic impact (129).

Skin involvement is the next most prominent feature of
the vascular phase. Its frequency ranges from 23 to 68% in
patients (54, 55, 83, 84, 87, 100, 101, 113), with vascular purpura
being the most common (24–39%) (54, 55, 100, 113). Other
findings include subcutaneous nodules that occur in 30% of
cases (5) and less frequently, non-specific maculopapular rash,
urticaria, petechiae, sterile pustules, livedo reticularis, vesicles,
and pruritus (130). A wide range of histological changes is
observed in the purpura of the skin, from eosinophilic vasculitis to
leukocytoclastic vasculitis without eosinophilic infiltration, making
diagnosis difficult (131). Other skin lesions in EGPA show extensive
infiltration of eosinophils and surrounding inflamed small dermal
blood vessels (132), however, eosinophil infiltration is not specific
to EGPA and is a common finding in a broad spectrum of skin
diseases (133).

In EGPA, renal involvement is less frequent and less severe
than in other forms of AAV (134). In addition, its reported
frequency depends on the profile of the medical facility. According
to various studies from different centers, the frequency varies
from 16.3 to 35% of patients (54, 55, 82–84, 87, 100, 113), with
nephrological facilities even in 86% of patients presenting with
renal diseases at vasculitis diagnosis (134). Renal involvement
in EGPA pre-dominates in ANCA-positive patients, which is in
line with the aforementioned study, in which 84% of patients
had a positive ANCA test (134). The most common clinical
symptom reported in different series was proteinuria (3.3–20%)
(55, 82, 113), with renal insufficiency observed in 4.3–15% of
cases (55, 83), and up to 75% of patients referred to nephrological
facilities, in whom acute renal failure was the most common renal
presentation (134). Histologically, the most typical pattern included
pauci-immune necrotizing glomerulonephritis (78%), followed
by membranous nephropathy (10%) and membranoproliferative
glomerulonephritis (3%), both of which were ANCA-negative.
Other findings include pure acute interstitial nephritis (10%)
and interstitial eosinophilic inflammation in half of the patients,
regardless of ANCA status (134).

5. Diagnosis, classification, and
disease phenotypes

The diagnosis of EGPA is challenging and requires the
correlation of clinical, laboratory, radiologic, and histopathologic
findings, however, in cases with a history of asthma, eosinophilia,
and both “vasculitic” and “eosinophilic” organ damage, the
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suspicion of EGPA is quite straightforward - in contrast to those
with incomplete manifestations, which can be difficult to recognize.
In addition, some patients lack evidence of vasculitis or ANCA, and
there is an ongoing debate over whether EGPA can be recognized in
these cases. Histology can confirm the diagnosis of EGPA, but the
simultaneous presence of all three typical lesions is rare (135). In
clinical practice, the diagnosis of EGPA is mainly clinical, however,
considering the rarity of the disease and the variety of symptoms,
the accuracy of the diagnosis increases with a multidisciplinary
discussion among experienced clinicians (16, 103).

5.1. Diagnostic and classification criteria

To date, there are no validated or universally accepted
diagnostic criteria for EGPA. The aforementioned CHCC is a
nomenclature classification and not a diagnostic classification (8,
13). The first diagnostic criteria were proposed by Lanham et al.
(81) which included asthma, eosinophilia ≥ 1,500 cells/µL, and
manifestations of vasculitis involving at least ≥2 extrapulmonary
organs. These criteria were developed before classifying EGPA
into AAVs and do not require histological examination. However,
they have been widely used by clinicians owing to their simplicity
in capturing the essence of the disease. Recently, the Joint
Task Force of the European Respiratory Society (ERS) and the
Foundation for the Development of Internal Medicine in Europe
(Groupe d’Etudes et de Recherche sur les Maladies Orphelines
Pulmonaires; GERM’O’P) proposed new diagnostic criteria (14,
136). They restricted the EGPA terminology to ANCA-positive
cases and/or to those with genuine features of vasculitis (or with
surrogates of vasculitis) that are precisely defined. In addition,
they proposed that patients with asthma, blood eosinophilia, and
systemic manifestations, but non-vasculitic and without ANCA,
are referred to as having hypereosinophilic asthma with systemic
manifestations (HASM), not EGPA. The next criteria are those
used in the MIRRA study assessing the safety and efficacy of
mepolizumab in patients with EGPA (23). In contrast to the above-
mentioned criteria, they were very loose, with the majority of
patients not having ANCA or features of vasculitis. However, these
criteria were developed for the purposes of a clinical trial (as an
eligibility criteria), and are not widely used in clinical practice.

Classification criteria are often mistakenly used as diagnostic
criteria, although they are not. Classification criteria were designed
to distinguish EGPA from other types of vasculitis; therefore, they
should be used only when a diagnosis of small- or medium-sized
vessel vasculitis has been established.

The first classification criteria for EGPA were published in
1990 by the American College of Rheumatology (ACR). They
were developed by comparing 20 EGPA-diagnosed patients with
787 control patients with other forms of vasculitis and included
six items: asthma, eosinophilia > 10%, neuropathy, pulmonary
infiltrates, sinusitis, and extravascular eosinophils in the biopsy.
The presence of ≥4 of these six criteria allowed the classification
of vasculitis as EGPA (137). These criteria were characterized by
low sensitivity (67.1%, with 17% of cases meeting the criteria for
other vasculitides), and although the specificity was high (64–
98.9%), up to 27% of the comparators fulfilled at least one of these
criteria (12). Despite poor methodology and lack of validation,

these criteria have remained unchanged for several decades. In
2022, the ACR/EAAR (European Alliance of Associations for
Rheumatology) established new classification criteria based on a
prospective international multisite observational study (Diagnostic
and Classification Criteria in Vasculitis; DCVAS project) conducted
at 136 sites from 32 countries, including 107 cases of EGPA
and 450 comparators. These criteria highlight the significance of
peripheral eosinophilia, asthma, and eosinophilic inflammation
and specify other features that function as important disease
classifiers (such as mononeuritis multiplex, obstructive airway
disease, or nasal polyps). Moreover, unlike the previous 1990
criteria, these are validated, have excellent sensitivity (85%) and
specificity (99%), and incorporate ANCA testing. The criteria
include seven items that have been assigned a point weight (positive
or negative), and vasculitis could be classified as EGPA if the
cumulative score was≥6 points (138). Although these criteria were
developed primarily for clinical trial purposes, they represent a
major advancement in clinical practice as well, however, they are
only for EGPA classification and do not solve the problem with
diagnosis. A summary of the proposed diagnostic and classification
criteria for EGPA (including the definition of the disease) is
presented in Table 2.

It is worth noting that owing to its dual nature, EGPA has
been also listed as an “associated syndrome” in the classification of
HESs (11).

5.2. Diagnostic tests and differential
diagnoses

To date, there are no reliable biomarkers of EGPA. The results
of these studies were inconclusive, with varying success rates
(Table 3) (17, 40, 45, 139–151). Active EGPA is characterized
by marked eosinophilia, usually ≥1,500 cells/µL or >10%, which
correlates with disease activity (1, 5). It is a fixed feature of EGPA
and an important diagnostic criterion, however, in patients treated
with systemic CS (e.g., asthma), eosinophil count may rapidly
decline within a few days, and the results may be falsely normal
(5). A significant proportion of patients have elevated inflammatory
markers, such as C-reactive protein (CRP) and erythrocyte
sedimentation rate (ESR), mainly at the onset of the disease (55).
Non-specific elevations in IgE levels were detected in 75% of
cases (26). MPO-ANCA should be tested with antigen-specific
immunoassays in any patient with eosinophilic asthma and clinical
features suggestive of EGPA (such as constitutional symptoms,
purpura, polyneuropathy, unexplained heart, gastrointestinal or
renal disease, and/or pulmonary infiltrates or hemorrhage) (152),
however, only approximately one-third of patients are ANCA-
positive (9). Recently, a novel observation of ANCA reactivity in the
sputum of seronegative EGPA patients was reported (63). ANCA
reactivity was associated with more severe respiratory symptoms
and sputum eosinophilia. It is now being investigated whether
ANCA sputum could be useful as a diagnostic tool for serum ANCA
patients with EGPA as well as to identify a subset of patients with
eosinophilic asthma who are at increased risk of developing EGPA
in the future (63).

In EGPA, each organ may be affected; therefore, it is essential
to conduct a thorough medical history interview and perform
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TABLE 2 Eosinophilic granulomatosis with polyangiitis – definition, diagnosis and classification.

Definition
Chapel Hill 2012

Diagnostic criteria Classification criteria

Lanham criteria
(1984)

Criteria proposed by the
ERS-task force and
GERM’O’P
(2013, 2017)

Criteria proposed
in the MIRRA trial
(2017)

ACR 1990 ACR 2022

Eosinophil-rich and necrotizing
granulomatous inflammation
often involving the respiratory
tract, and necrotizing vasculitis
pre-dominantly affecting small to
medium vessels, and associated
with asthma and eosinophilia;
ANCA is more frequent when
glomerulonephritis is present
Nasal polyps are common
Limited expression of EGPA
confined to the upper or lower
respiratory tract may occur
Granulomatous or
non-granulomatous extravascular
inflammation, such as
non-granulomatous
eosinophil-rich inflammation of
lungs, myocardium, and
gastrointestinal tract is common

1. Asthma
2. Blood eosinophilia >1,500
cells/mm3 or >10% of WBC
3. Evidence of vasculitis
involving two or more
extrapulmonary organs (with
or without biopsy)
All 3 criteria must be meet

Asthma and eosinophilia >1,500
cells/mm3

1. Definite vasculitis features, as:
biopsy-proven necrotizing vasculitis
of any organ, biopsy proven
necrotizing glomerulonephritis or
crescentic glomerulonephritis, DAH,
palpable purpura, myocardial
infarction due to proven coronaritis
2. Definite surrogates of vasculitis, as:
hematuria associated with red casts or
>10% dysmorphic erythrocytes or
hematuria and 2 + proteinuria on
urinalysis, or leukocytoclastic
capillaritis and/or eosinophilic
infiltration of the arterial wal lat
biopsy
3. Mononeuritis or mononeuritis
multiplex
4. ANCA and any systemic
manifestation (extrapulmonary and
non-ENT)
At least one of the criteria is needed

A history or presence of
asthma and eosinophilia
>1,000 cells/mm3 or >10%
of WBC
1. Histo-pathological
evidence of eosinophilic
vasculitis, perivascular
eosinophilic infiltration, or
eosinophil-rich
granulomatous
inflammation
2. Neuropathy
3. Pulmonary infiltrates
4. Sinonasal abnormality
5. Cardiomyopathy
6. Glomerulonephritis
7. DAH
8. Palpable purpura
9. ANCA positivity
At least two of the criteria
are needed

1. Asthma
2. Eosinophilia
>10% of WBC
3. Neuropathy,
mono- or
polyneuropathy
4. Pulmonary
infiltrates
5. Paranasal
sinus
abnormality
5. Extravascular
eosinophils in
biopsy
The presence of
any 4 or more of
these 6 criteria
are needed

1. Obstructive
airway disease
(+3)
2. Nasal polyps
(+3)
3. Mononeuritis
multiplex (+1)
4. Eosinophilia
≥1z109/liter
(+5)
5. Extravascular
eosinophilic-
pre-dominant
inflammation on
biopsy (+2)
6. Positive test
for cANCA or
anti-PR3 (−3)
7. Hematuria
(−1)
A score of ≥6 is
needed

EGPA, eosinophilic granulomatosis with polyangiitis; ACR, American College of Rheumatology; ERS, European Respiratory Society; GERM’O’P, Groupe d’Etudes et de Recherche sur les
Maladies Orphelines Pulmonaires; ANCA, antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies; DAH, diffuse alveolar hemorrhage; anti-PR3, anti-proteinase 3 antibodies; ENT, ear, nose, throat; WBC,
white blood count.

diagnostic tests assessing the functions and/or organ lesions.
In addition, it is important to detect life-threatening organ
involvement, as it requires rapid implementation of treatment
(153). Generally, once EGPA is diagnosed, evaluating possible
lung, heart, kidney, GI, and peripheral nerve involvement
is recommended (153). Regarding the lungs and respiratory
manifestations, a complete pulmonary diagnostic evaluation,
comprising chest imaging at baseline and pulmonary function
tests, should be performed (153). Every patient should have at
least one chest radiograph, however, a CT scan is more sensitive
and can provide a more precise assessment of lung lesions (153).
Bronchoscopy with an evaluation of inflammatory cells in BALF
can confirm pulmonary eosinophilia (defined as ≥25% eosinophils
at differential cell count) (108). When DAH is present, BALF is
bloodier and contains hemosiderin-laden macrophages (5).

Cardiac involvement, in particular, is associated with poor
prognosis (114, 154); therefore, basic cardiological examinations
are recommended in all patients (at diagnosis and in case
of relapse), irrespective of clinical symptoms (118, 153, 155).
These examinations include resting electrocardiography (ECG),
echocardiography (ECHO), and serum concentrations of brain
natriuretic peptide (BNP) and troponin (118, 153, 155). The 24-
h ECG monitoring can help detect arrhythmias that cannot be
captured on resting ECG and may be life-threatening, leading
to sudden death. Recently, cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR)
imaging has been considered the gold standard technique for
evaluating cardiomyopathies (118, 121, 156). It is a safe and
non-invasive tool for the assessment of cardiac involvement in

AAVs (118, 121, 122, 156–158). Furthermore, it can help identify
the individual stages of myocarditis (with better visibility of
endocavitary thrombosis) and determine the activity of the disease
(121, 156, 158, 159), however, its particular diagnostic importance
is in asymptomatic patients, in whom this manifestation can be
easily overlooked (118, 120–123, 155, 158, 160, 161). CMR is also
a useful tool for monitoring treatment efficacy and fibrosis (121,
161). Late gadolinium enhancement (LGE) by CMR (mostly of
subendocardial location) is characterized by high sensitivity and
specificity for the detection of cardiac inflammation and fibrosis
(121), and its persistence following treatment has become a marker
of cardiac disease severity (112). However, CMR abnormalities are
detected in a high proportion of patients in clinical remission and
their clinical and prognostic significance remains unclear (123,
161). Although endomyocardial biopsy (EMB) is still considered
the gold standard for the diagnosis of myocarditis, it is not routinely
performed due to the risk of complications and organizational
difficulties. This procedure may be considered in doubtful cases,
especially, when the diagnosis of EGPA has not been established
(155). Signs of heart involvement in cardiological tests in EGPA are
demonstrated in Figure 1. Figure 2 presents chest imaging findings
in patients with EGPA.

Renal involvement is the next poor prognostic factor; therefore,
renal function tests and urinalysis should be performed in all
cases at baseline and during follow-up (153). In asymptomatic
patients, routine screening for GI and peripheral nerve involvement
is not required, however, when symptoms are present, appropriate
diagnostic procedures should be implemented (e.g., radiologic
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TABLE 3 Selected studies investigated biomarkers in EGPA.

Investigated
biomarker

Patients’
cohort

Method Results Conclusion References

Eotaxin-3 EGPA: 37 (15 active,
22 inactive),
Healthy controls:
123
Disease controls: 138
(other AAV, HES,
parasitic disease,
SLE, SSc, CU other
causes of
eosinophilia).

Comparison of serum
levels of eotaxin-3 in
all groups, ex vivo
stability of eotaxin-3 in
serum samples testing,
and determination of
the association of SNPs
in the eotaxin-3 gene.

1. Serum eotaxin-3 was highly elevated
only in active EGPA (specificity: 87.5%,
sensitivity: 98.6% at a cut-off level of
80 pg/ml).
2. None of the tested SNPs within the
eotaxin-3 gene influenced the
susceptibility to develop EGPA.

Serum eotaxin-3 is a sensitive and
specific marker for the diagnosis of
active EGPA.
SNPs in the eotaxin-3 gene do not
predict the risk of developing
EGPA.

Zwerina et al. (41)

Eotaxin-1,
Eotaxin-2,
Eotaxin-3

EGPA: 40 (active)
Healthy controls: 30
Disease controls: 57
(asthma, other AAV,
HES)

Evaluation of serum
eotaxin-1, 2, and 3
levels in all groups;
identification of
eotaxin-3 expression in
tissue biopsies of
EGPA.

Eotaxin-3 serum level was highly elevated
only in active EGPA and correlated with
blood eosinophil count, total IgE, and
acute-phase parameters, with strong
expression of eotaxin-3 in tissue biopsies
of EGPA.

There is a significant association of
eotaxin-3 with EGPA activity and
blood eosinophil count.

Polzer et al. (40)

ECP EGPA: 18 (11 active,
7 inactive)
Healthy controls: 15

Serum levels of ECP
evaluation in all
groups.

Mean ECP serum level was significantly
higher in active EGPA and correlated with
blood eosinophil count.

ECP may be used as a disease
activity marker in EGPA.

Guilpain et al. (139)

CCL17/TARC EGPA: 25 (12 active,
13 inactive)
HES: 18
Other AAV: 12
Other eosinophilia:
14
Healthy controls: 21

1. Serum levels of
CCL17/TARC
evaluation in all
groups.
2. Identification of
CCL17/TARC in tissue
biopsies of EGPA.

1. Serum levels of CCL17/TARC were
significantly elevated in active EGPA and
correlated with blood eosinophil count,
however, they are also noted in other
eosinophilic diseases.
2. Expression of CCL17/TARC in the
affected tissue of EGPA was found.

Serum levels of CCL17/TARC
reflect EGPA activity. However,
further studies to validate its use as
an activity marker in EGPA are
warranted.

Dallos et al. (140)

IgG4 EGPA: 46 (24 active,
22 inactive)
GPA: 26
Atopic asthma: 25
Healthy controls: 20

Serum levels of IgG4 in
all groups, assessment
of tissue infiltration by
IgG4 plasma cells

1. IgG4 levels were significantly higher in
active EGPA and correlated with the
number of disease manifestations and
BVAS, and dropped during disease
remission.
2. Tissue analysis did not show an
increased IgG4 plasma cell infiltration.

Serum IgG4 levels are markedly
elevated in active EGPA and
correlate with the number of organ
involvement and disease activity.

Vaglio et al. (48)

Blood eosinophil
count, IgE, ESR,
CRP

EGPA: 141 (mostly
on treatment, during
remission or mild
disease activity;
BVAS/WG= 1 or 2).

Parameters were
measured quarterly
(together 892 study
visits)

1. Correlations between blood eosinophil
count, IgE, ESR and CRP were mostly low
or non-significant.
2. When BVAS/WG ≥1 defined active
disease, the eosinophil blood count was
weakly predictive of flare.
3. When BVAS/WG ≥3 defined active
disease, ESR was weakly predictive of flare.

The blood eosinophil count, IgE,
ESR and CRP have limitations as
longitudinal biomarkers of disease
activity or predictors of flare in
EGPA.

Grayson et al. (141)

CCL17/TARC,
eotaxin-3, IgG4,
IgG4/IgG

EGPA: 25 (most
patients on
treatment with CS or
IS, 18 disease flares
during study period)

Evaluation of serum
CCL17/TARC,
eotaxin-3, IgG4 levels
and IgG4/IgG ratio at
each visit (together 105
study visits)

1. None of the biomarkers were useful to
discriminate between active disease and
remission.
2. Patients treated with CS had lower
eotaxin-3 and blood eosinophil count
levels compared to those not taking CS,
irrespective of disease activity.
3. Use of IS was not associated with
biomarkers levels.

Serum levels of CCL17/TARC,
eotaxin-3, IgG4, and IgG4/IgG ratio
do not clearly differentiate active
and inactive EGPA.

Dejaco et al. (17)

Periostin EGPA: 49 (46 had
active disease within
the past 28 days, 3
had active disease
since the prior visit).

Evaluation of serum
periostin levels at each
visit (together 186
study visits)

1. No association between periostin level
and presence or absence of disease flare
was found.
2. An increase in periostin level was
significantly associated with greater
disease severity during a flare.
3. Periostin levels in EGPA were
significantly higher than previously
studied healthy controls and patients with
asthma.

In EGPA, serum periostin level is
modestly associated with greater
disease severity during a flare,
however, it does not discriminate
active from inactive disease.

Rhee et al. (142)

(Continued)
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TABLE 3 (Continued)

Investigated
biomarker

Patients’
cohort

Method Results Conclusion References

A panel of 54
cytokines and
chemokines

EGPA: 50 (40 active,
10 inactive)
HES: 6
Asthma: 8
Healthy controls: 10

Evaluation of 54
cytokines and
chemokines in the sera
of all group, results
were compared
between disease and
control groups.

1. Significant differences were only
observed in serum levels of MDC, IL-8,
MIP-1α and 1ß, and TNF-α, each of which
were lower in active EGPA than in healthy
controls, and differences between active
EGPA and other disease groups did not
reach significance.
2. Comparison between sera from active
or inactive EGPA were not significance for
any of the studied cytokines/chemokines.

No clear difference in the serum
levels of measured cytokines and
chemokines helped distinguish
between active or inactive EGPA, or
other disease or control groups.

Pagnoux et al. (143)

Anti-alpha-enolase
antibodies

EGPA: 33 (24 active,
9 inactive)

Evaluation of
anti-alpha-enolase
antibodies, ANCA,
ANA, RF, and
anti-EPO in the sera.

1. Positive results in 82% EGPA patients
with sensitivity and specificity of 82 and
44%, respectively, pre-dominated in males
and associated with skin involvement.
2. Most positive patients had a negative
IFT for ANCA.
3. There was no association between the
presence and levels of anti-alpha-enolase
antibodies and EGPA activity.
4. None of the EGPA patients and controls
was positive for anti-EPO.

Alpha-enolase may be a target of
autoimmunity in EGPA and usually
shows negative ANCA IFT results.

Laskari et al. (144)

A panel of 22
proteins

Different types of
vasculitis, including
37 patients with
EGPA (most patients
were on treatment).

A panel of 22 serum
proteins was evaluated.

In EGPA G-CSF, GM-CSF, IL-6, IL-15 and
sIL-2Rα showed significant increases
during active disease, as did
BCA-1/CXCL13 but only after adjustment
for treatment.

1. G-CSF, GM-CSF, IL-6, IL-15,
sIL-2Rα, and BCA-1/CXCL13 have
been identified as a novel
biomarkers of disease activity in
GCA and EGPA.
2. Differences of biomarker levels
between diseases independent of
disease activity, were more apparent
than differences related to disease
activity.

Rodriguez-Pla et al.
(145)

Anti-PTX 3
antibodies

EGPA: 38
GPA: 51
MPA: 12
SLE: 130
CTD: 97
Healthy controls: 97

Evaluation of
anti-pentraxin 3
antibodies in the sera
of all groups.

1. Anti-PTX3 antibodies were detected in
29.7% AAV patients, significantly more
common in EGPA (44.7% vs. 25 and 19%).
2. The presence of anti-PTX3 was
associated with a lower prevalence of
systemic, ENT, and renal manifestations.
3. Among ANCA negative patients, 35.7%
displayed positive anti-PTX3 antibodies.
4. The prevalence of anti-PTX3 antibodies
was significantly higher in AAV patients
than in healthy controls and other CDT
patients, but lower than in SLE.

Anti-PTX3 antibodies appear a
promising novel biomarker of AAV,
especially of EGPA.

Padoan et al. (146)

Eicosanoid profile EGPA: 23
Asthma: 30
HES: 12
Healthy controls: 54

Assessment of
eicosanoid profile (18)
in EBC of all groups;
furthermore, in 21 of
23 EGPA patients and
in 9 asthmatics
eicosanoids were
evaluated using BALF.

1. Markedly elevated levels of 12-HETE
was found in EBC from EGPA compared
to other groups
2. BALF was characterized by a significant
elevation of 12-HETE and its metabolite
12-tetranor HETE in EGPA as compared
with asthma, and correlated with disease
activity.

12-HETE concentration in both
EBC and BALF distinguish EGPA
from asthma and HES.

Szczeklik W. et al.
(147)

IL-33, sST2, TSLP,
ILC2, blood
eosinophil count

EGPA: 86
CEP: 25
Asthma: 11

Evaluation of serum
levels of IL-33, sST2
and TSLP, and
peripheral blood ILC2
count.

1. Blood eosinophil count or ILC2 and,
sST2 or TSLP, and IL-33 were significantly
higher in active EGPA than in inactive, at
relapse, or in other diseases.
2. EGPA activity correlated with IL-33 and
ILC2, but eosinophil count correlated with
ILC2 TSLP (but not IL-33).

Increased ILC2 and IL-33 are
associated with EGPA activity.
Increases in IL-33 may indicate the
presence of active vasculitis rather
than peripheral or tissue
eosinophilia.

Tsurikisawa et al.
(45)

(Continued)
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TABLE 3 (Continued)

Investigated
biomarker

Patients’
cohort

Method Results Conclusion References

A panel of 160
protein

EGPA: 28 (13 active,
15 inactive).

The expression of 160
proteins was compared
in sera from active and
inactive EGPA

1. 12 out of 19 candidate markers were
positively correlated with blood eosinophil
count (FGF-7, SCF, GDNF, ß-NGF,
IGFBP-4, Axl, PIGF, insulin, NT-4, ErbB3,
OPN, BMP-4), while two, CD14 and
MCP-3, were negatively correlated
2. The higher expression of Axl, OPN,
HCC-4, GDNF, MCP-3 was found in
active EGPA

The serum protein profiles were
significantly different between
active and inactive EGPA, however,
Axl, OPN, HCC-4, GDNF and
MCP-3 were consistently higher in
active disease, with Axl having the
largest AUC, indicating that it could
be a candidate for a new biomarker
of active EGPA.

Ma et al. (148)

Blood eosinophil
count, ECP, IL-5,
IL-4, IgG4, IgE,
ANCA, periostin,
IL-8, GM-CSF

EGPA: 30 (active)
Severe eosinophilic
asthma: 49

Evaluation of blood
eosinophil count, and
sera levels of ECP, IL-5,
IL-4, IgE, IgG4,
ANCA, and sputum
biomarkers
(eosinophils, periostin,
IL-8, GM-CSF) to
differentiate severe
asthmatic patients
from the prodromal
phase of EGPA.

1. Patients with asthma had higher levels
of sputum eosinophils, however, EGPA
patients had higher levels of blood
eosinophils in the past.
2. The GM-CSF was the only biomarker
significantly increased in EGPA compared
with asthma

Sputum GM-CSF might be a good
biomarker of systemic eosinophilic
disease.

Latorre et al. (149)

SAA1, FGA, SAP,
CETP

EGPA: 58
Asthma: 33
Healthy controls: 25

Data-independent
acquisition (DIA)
followed by parallel
reaction monitoring
(PRM) analysis were
performed to screen
biomarkers for early
diagnosis of EGPA and
to differentiate asthma
diagnosis.

1. Four candidate biomarkers were
identified. SAA1, FGA, and SAP were
upregulated in EGPA (sensitivity 82.3%,
specificity 100%), while CETP was
downregulated in EGPA compared to
asthma.
2. The combination of SAA1, FGA, and
SAP had a sensitivity and specificity of
82.35 and 100%, respectively, as
biomarkers for early diagnosis of EGPA.
3. The combination of SAA1, FGA, SAP,
and CETP had a sensitivity and specificity
of 78 and 100%, respectively, as
biomarkers for differential diagnosis of
asthma.

SAA1, FGA, SAP, and CETP can be
potentially useful biomarkers for
early diagnosis of EGPA and
differential diagnosis of asthma.

Xiao et al. (150)

FeNO, blood
eosinophil
count/percentage,
total IgE

EGPA: 44
Allergic asthma: 44

Assessment of FeNO,
eosinophil blood
count/percentage, and
total IgE for early
diagnosis of EGPA and
to distinguish EGPA
from allergic asthma

1. FeNO level, blood eosinophil
count/percentage, and total IgE were
significantly higher in EGPA than in
allergic asthma
2. Unlike the allergic asthma, there was no
correlation between FeNO level and blood
eosinophil count/percentage in EGPA

Patients with allergic asthma and
high blood eosinophil count should
be alert to the possibility of having
EGPA
For patients with infiltration of
eosinophils into the airway, a
diagnosis should not be based on
peripheral blood eosinophil count
(blood eosinophil count cannot
predict eosinophilic airway
inflammation and pulmonary
function for patients with EGPA)
FeNO level and PFTs should be
monitored for patients who present
with symptoms in other body
systems

Zhao et al. (151)

EGPA, eosinophilic granulomatosis with polyangiitis; GPA, granulomatosis with polyangiitis; MPA, microscopic polyangiitis; AAV, antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies vasculitis; BVAS,
Birmingham Vasculitis Activity Score; BVAS/WG, Birmingham Vasculitis Activity Score/Wegener Granulomatosis; GCA, giant cell arteritis; HES, hypereosinophilic syndrome; SLE, systemic
lupus erythematosus; SSc, scleroderma; CU, colitis ulcerosa; CTD, connective tissue disease; CEP, chronic idiopathic pneumonia; SNPs, single nucleotide polymorphism; IgE, immunoglobulin
E; IgG4, immunoglobulin G4; ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate; CRP, C-reactive protein; ENT, ear, nose, throat; CS, corticosteroids; IS, immunosuppressant; BALF, bronchoalveolar
lavage fluid; EBC, exhaled breath condensate; 12-HETE, 12-hydroxy-eicosatetraenoic acid; ANCA, antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies; ANA, anti-nuclear antibodies; RF, rheumatoid
factor; ECP, eosinophil cationic protein; IL4,5,6,8,15,33, interleukin, 4,5,6,8,15,33; sIL-2Rα, soluble IL-2 receptor alpha; MDC, macrophage-derived chemokine; MIP, 1α and 1ß-macrophage
inflammatory protein 1alpha and 1beta; TSLP, thymic stromal lymphopoietin; CCL17/TARC, thymus and activation-regulated chemokine; TNF, α-tumor necrosis factor alpha; MCP-3,
monocyte chemotactic protein 3; FGF-7, fibroblast growth factor 7; GM-CSF, granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor; G-CSF, granulocyte-colony stimulating factor; anti-PTX,
anti-pentraxin 3 antibodies; anti-EPO, anti-eosinophil peroxidase antibodies; IFT, immunofluorescence test; BCA-1/CXCL13, B-lymphocyte chemoattractant; BMP-4, bone morphogenetic
protein 4; sST2, soluble suppression of tumorigenicity 2 protein 2; ILC2, innate lymphoid cells 2; SCF, stem cell factor; GDNF, glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor; ß-NGF, beta nerve
growth factor; IGFBP-4, insuline-like growth factor-binding protein 4; PIGF, phosphatidylinositol-glycan biosynthesis class F protein; CD14, cluster of differentiation 14; OPN, osteopontin;
NT-4, neurotrophin 4; ErbB3, receptor tyrosine kinase 3; Axl, receptor tyrosine kinase; HCC-4, human beta chemokine; SAA1, serum amyloid A1; FGA, fibrinogen alpha chain; SAP, serum
amyloid P; CETP, cholesteryl ester transfer protein; FeNO, fractional exhaled nitric oxide; PFTs, pulmonary function tests.
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FIGURE 1

Signs of heart involvement in cardiological tests in patients with eosinophilic granulomatosis with polyangiitis (EGPA) [based on Bond et al. (155)].
ECG, electrocardiogram; ECHO, echocardiogram; CMR, cardiac magnetic resonance; LGE, late gadolinium enhancement; EGE, early gadolinium
enhancement.

and/or endoscopic evaluation of the digestive tract in cases
of gastrointestinal symptoms or electromyography and nerve
conduction studies in cases suspected of nerve involvement). Other
evaluations should be guided by clinical symptoms and physical
examination (153).

In the presence of demonstrable lesions, biopsy procedures
should be considered when feasible, and the patient’s condition
allows it, however, histological examination is not strictly necessary
(153). Although pathomorphological lesions are well-defined
(necrotizing vasculitis, extravascular granulomas, and eosinophil
infiltration of arterial walls and adherent tissue), it is extremely
rare to find all of them simultaneously (<20% of patients) (135).
The most commonly biopsied organs are the skin, nerves, and
muscles. Although EGPA is considered a multi-organ disease, it
is well known that limited forms may also occur. When a single
extrapulmonary manifestation attributable to systemic disease is
present, the disease may be called “formes frustes” of EGPA (108).
In such situations, diagnosis is only possible by organ biopsy (162).

While EGPA share features with eosinophilic inflammation
and vasculitis, the primary differential diagnoses include other
eosinophil-related disorders and vasculitides. First, other common
causes of secondary eosinophilia should be excluded from the
study. Eosinophilia can be reactive to drugs, and severe reactions
may result in organ manifestations mimicking EGPA (e.g.,
drug rash with eosinophilia and systemic symptoms, DRESS
syndrome) (16). A careful history of medication use is crucial
to emphasize the association between drug use and symptom
onset. Second, helminthic infections need to be ruled out.
Serology of Toxocara and Strongyloides stercoralis is especially
recommended (153). Both are associated with high eosinophilia
and can be clinically inapparent (163, 164). Other parasite
investigations depend on the patient’s country of origin and travel
history, however, stool culture, although it has low sensitivity,
should also be performed (16). Next, screening for HIV should
be performed, even though eosinophilia in this infection is

usually mild (153). Lymphocytic variant reactive hypereosinophilia
should also be considered, especially when skin manifestations
dominate, with accompanying hypergammaglobulinemia. In such
cases, lymphocyte immunophenotyping and T-cell receptor
rearrangement analysis are indicated (153, 165).

Eosinophilic granulomatosis with polyangiitis often manifests
as respiratory symptoms and lung infiltrates; therefore, it
should be differentiated from eosinophilic lung disorders. ABPA
and idiopathic EP share many features with EGPA, including
eosinophilia, cough, dyspnea, and lung infiltrates. Moreover, a large
proportion of patients with these diseases have asthma, which
is a cardinal feature of EGPA (166, 167). ABPA is characterized
by elevated serum Aspergillus fumigatus-specific IgE and IgG
concentrations (149, 162) and often isolated fungal cultures in
sputum or BALF (153, 166). However, distinguishing idiopathic
EP from the second stage of EGPA remains challenging. The
lack of organ symptoms and ANCA may help differentiate
between the two (5), however, patients with idiopathic EP should
be monitored for extrapulmonary symptoms because they may
develop EGPA in the future.

Hypereosinophilic syndromes are the next most important
consideration in the differential diagnosis of EGPA, given the
overlapping clinical, radiologic, and histologic features, and
biomarker profile (105, 168). Depending on the pathogenesis,
three main types of HESs are distinguished: reactive (rHES),
neoplastic (nHES), and idiopathic (iHES). In rHES, eosinophils
are non-clonal and are thought to be driven by Th2 cytokines,
mainly IL-5. This group includes patients with classified conditions
associated with secondary eosinophilia, including EGPA (11, 165,
169) (however, eosinophilia in EGPA is not entirely secondary, as
it has a partially genetic background related to the IRF1/IL5 gene
variant) (56). In nHES, eosinophils are clonal and derived from
eosinophil progenitors containing genetic alterations in oncogenic
tyrosine kinase receptors, such as platelet-derived growth factor
receptor A (PDGFRA) and B (PDGFRAB) and fibroblast growth
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FIGURE 2

Chest imaging findings in patients with EGPA. (A,B) Chest X-rays of a 42-year-old female patient diagnosed with EGPA. They demonstrate migrating
patchy infiltrates with peripheral dominance (black arrow), characteristic for eosinophilic infiltrates, and rapidly enlarging heart related to its acute
injury in the course of EGPA. (C) Chest CT axial image (lung window) of a 40-year-old female EGPA patient showing pre-dominant massive bilateral
ill-defined areas of airspace (white arrow) and ground-glass (white asterisk) opacities located in both lower lobes of the lungs. (D) Chest CT axial
image (lung window) of a 37-year-old female patient presenting pre-dominant areas of ground-glass opacities of varying intensity in both upper
lobes of the lung (black arrows); histological examination of the transbronchial biopsy specimen reveals features of eosinophilic pneumonia and
eosinophilic vasculitis. (E) The image refers to a 46-year-old male patient admitted for worsening asthma and eosinophilia. Chest CT axial image
(lung window) shows a pre-dominant airway pattern-bronchi wall thickening and small centrilobular nodules (white arrows). BALF examination
indicated pulmonary eosinophilia (65% of eosinophils), and the patient complained of numbness of the feet, and for several days purpura-type skin
lesions occurred; MPO-ANCA was detected in the sera. The patient was diagnosed with EGPA. (F) Chest CT axial image (lung window) of a
34-year-old female patient with EGPA and cardiac involvement showing pre-dominant features of cardiac insufficiency; the ground-glass opacities
with interlobular septal thickening (red arrow) corresponding to interstitial edema; bilateral pleural effusion (white arrow) and enlarged heart is also
present (black asterisk). (G) Chest CT axial image (mediastinal window) of a 38-year-old female patient diagnosed with EGPA and cardiac
involvement. In addition to bilateral pulmonary infiltrates, an enlarged heart and pericardial effusion is visible (white asterisk). (H) CMR refers to a
32-year-old male patient with EGPA; late gadolinium enhancement (LGE) image in vertical long axis cross-section showing subendocardial
enhancement pattern (typical for EGPA) of the anterior wall, subendocardial and transmural enhancement of the inferior wall, inferior papillary
muscle and the left ventricle (LV) apex (black arrows); thrombus seen as an unenhanced mass in the apical part of the LV cavity. (I) CMR refers to a
26-year-old male patient diagnosed with EGPA with cardiac involvement; a T2-weighted turbo spin-echo (TSE) image with fat saturation in the
short axis mid-cavity cross-section, presenting edema in the infero-lateral segment of the LV (white arrows).

factor receptor 1 (PGFR1) (105, 165, 169). This group also
encompasses other myeloid neoplastic diseases with associated
eosinophilia (with or without genetic abnormalities), as well as
chronic eosinophilic leukemia. In turn, iHES is the largest type
of HES (comprising about 50% of cases) and is a diagnosis of
exclusion once reactive and neoplastic causes have been excluded
(105, 165).

Although organ damage may be similar, some symptoms,
such as hepatomegaly or splenomegaly, can be suggestive of

clonal eosinophilia and nHES. In addition, a proportion of
patients have abnormal peripheral blood counts, such as anemia
(53%) or thrombocytopenia (31%), and patients with nHES
usually do not respond to treatment with systemic CS (169).
Screening for serum vitamin B12 and tryptase levels is sensitive
to nHES and is recommended for all patients diagnosed with
eosinophilia (153). In cases of suspected nHES, fusion gene
testing is indicated. However, although only to be positive in
nHES, a case of PDGFRA-positive EGPA has been described (42);
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therefore, some authors believe that testing for PDGFRA mutation
should be performed routinely in all cases with hypereosinophilia,
regardless of clinical manifestation, suspected EGPA, or ANCA-
status (170).

Idiopathic HES is the most difficult to distinguish from EGPA,
especially in ANCA-negative cases without vasculitic symptoms
(165, 169, 171, 172). Both clinical and radiological symptoms are
similar, but HES is usually not considered to have asthma or
nasal polyps. However, this is not a distinguishing feature. A case
series of iHES with the first presenting asthma-like symptoms has
been recently described (173). In addition, it has been reported
that approximately 10% of patients with HES have rhinitis (169).
Histological examination also showed no differentiation. HES is
typically characterized by tissue infiltration by eosinophils, which
is also often found in cases of EGPA (105). Other findings,
such as vasculitis and granulomas, are not typical for HES
but are considered hallmark features of EGPA (2). Recently,
among patients with a diagnosis of HES lacking asthma, a group
characterized by necrotizing eosinophilic vasculitis confirmed by
biopsy has been distinguished (174). The distinction of EGPA from
this entity is challenging, especially because it cannot be excluded
that both may be a part of a common spectrum.

There is a need for further research on suitable features for
distinguishing EGPA from HES. Finally, a comparative study of 166
patients with blood eosinophilia (>1.000 cells/µL) and systemic
manifestations demonstrated that CRP level was a sound diagnostic
biomarker that could accurately differentiate between HES and
EGPA, with low levels (<36 mg/L) suggestive of HES (175).
Other authors have proposed a HES-suggesting laboratory index
(HSLI) based on white and eosinophil blood count, with values
≥4.25 exhibiting a significantly high relative risk for HES (176).
Recently, a scoring system (E-CASE) for differentiating EGPA from
other types of eosinophilic disorders, including HES, has been
proposed. It was based on the clustering analysis of 19 parameters
of 58 patients with eosinophil-related diseases at a tertiary hospital
and was extensively validated in 40 patients at another tertiary
institution. This system includes clinical (peripheral nerve disorder,
asthma, lung, and skin involvement), laboratory (RF positivity,
MPO-ANCA positivity, IgE, and CRP elevation), and histological
features (vasculitis detected by pathological examination), which
have been awarded a point weight. A score ≥12 was considered
positive for EGPA (177).

The next diseases that should be differentiated include other
forms of vasculitis, especially AAVs. GPA and MPA share
several clinical and histological features with EGPA, however,
there is usually a lack of asthma and eosinophilia. Nevertheless,
eosinophilia may be present in GPA, although it is usually
modest, and there are some clinical features distinguishing it
from EGPA (Table 4) (178–180). EGPA may also need to be
differentiated from polyarteritis nodosa (PAN), a rare form of
necrotizing vasculitis that preferentially targets medium-sized
arteries. Hypereosinophilia may occasionally be observed in
PAN, and similar to EGPA, skin and peripheral nerves are the
most frequently affected tissues. However, PAN is not associated
with glomerulonephritis and small-vessel involvement, and ANCA
is typically negative. In addition, it may be triggered by viral
infections, particularly the hepatitis B virus; thus, patients may
have positive viral serology and histological granulomas are usually
absent (181).

Finally, because IgG4 may be elevated in a significant
proportion of patients with EGPA (47, 48, 50), IgG4-RD has
become an important differential diagnosis to consider. IgG4-RD
may share some clinical features with EGPA, such as asthma,
rhinitis, or peripheral eosinophilia (174, 182). Histopathologic
examination is essential for diagnosis, which typically demonstrates
lymphoplasmacytic infiltrate, storiform fibrosis, and obliterative
phlebitis without vasculitis or granulomas (183).

5.3. Disease phenotypes

Although ANCA is detected in only 30–40% of patients, two
main phenotypes of EGPA have been identified according to
ANCA status, differing in clinical features, treatment response, and
prognosis (Figure 3). First, the “vasculitic” phenotype (associated
with ANCA-positivity and vasculitis symptoms), and second –
the “tissular” phenotype (associated with ANCA-negativity and
organ damage related to eosinophilic inflammation) (9, 10, 55,
100, 101, 184), both confirmed using GWAS, which found the
distinct genetic background for each of them (56). However,
these phenotypes rarely occur separately and tend to overlap in
the same patient (128, 159). Generally, patients with positive
MPO-ANCA have a more active disease with higher CRP levels,
higher ratios of fever and myalgia (185), and significantly more
common rhinosinusitis (184) than those with negative MPO-
ANCA. However, the pre-valence of asthma does not appear to be
dependent on ANCA status (184), although in some studies asthma
was more common in ANCA-negative patients (185).

The next specific subgroup of EGPA patients was those with
PR3-ANCA positivity. ANCA directed against PR3 is much less
common in EGPA patients. In a recent large retrospective study of
734 patients with EGPA, PR3-ANCA was detected in 2% of cases
and has been associated with a distinct clinical profile with features
reminiscent of GPA (186). Compared to those with MPO-ANCA
and ANCA-negative, patients with PR3-ANCA less frequently had
asthma and peripheral neuropathy, while more frequently had skin
symptoms, pulmonary nodules, and a lower median eosinophil
count. Interestingly, myocarditis in this group was observed as
frequently as in ANCA-negative patients and more frequently than
in MPO-ANCA patients. In turn, long-term outcomes, such as
relapse-free survival and overall survival in PR3-ANCA-positive
EGPA patients were similar to those in patients with GPA PR3-
ANCA (186).

6. Therapeutic management

The treatment strategy for EGPA depends on the severity of
the disease (Table 5) and consists of induction and maintenance
phases. The first phase aims to achieve remission of the disease,
whereas the second phase prevents relapses. Other important
objectives of treatment include limiting side effects and sequelae,
improving the quality of life, and enabling the rapid return of
the patient to normal activities (187). Prospective clinical trials
specifically dedicated to EGPA are limited (188). Thus, treatment
recommendations have been mostly derived from the results of
trials involving other AAVs, rather than EGPA itself, and/or are
based on expert opinion (153, 187).
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TABLE 4 Differentiating EGPA from other AAVs [data based on the Samson et al. (54), Comarmond et al. (55), Tsurikisawa et al. (83), Fijolek et al. (87),
Saku et al. (101), Puechal (178), Greco et al. (179), Nguyen et al. (180), Liu et al. (185), and Papo et al. (186)].

EGPA GPA MPA

Serological features Peripheral eosinophilia ++++ + –

ANCA MPO 30–40%
PR3 2%
ANCA (–) >60%

PR3 80–95%
MPO 5–20%
ANCA (–) 0–20%

MPO 70–80%
PR3 30%
ANCA (–) 0–20%

Clinical features ENT 70–90%
allergic rhinosinusitis, nasal polyposis, usually
without destruction

80–93%
often destructive, with ulcers, crusting, septal
perforation, hearing loss

_

Lungs/airways 38–77%
not-fixed pulmonary infiltrates, small nodules
without cavitations
asthma: 90–100%

53–83%
nodules with cavitation, ground-glass
opacities, consolidations, subglottic stenosis

25–55%
pulmonary fibrosis
DAH

Heart 11–76% (mortality)
ANCA positive 12-18.5%
ANCA negative 30-38.7%

4–40% 10–21%

Digestive tract 19.8–78%
ANCA positive 22–24%
ANCA negative 23–34.4%

11–24% 30–58%

Skin 23–68%
ANCA positive 36–45.4%
ANCA negative 36.3–53.8%

33–45% 30–60%

Nerve involvement 42–74%
ANCA positive 64–66.7%
ANCA negative 43–47.5%

20–50% 37–72%

Kidneys 16–35%
ANCA positive 27–80%
ANCA negative 16–35.5%

50–80% 80–100% (severe)

Eyes <5% 28–50% <5%

Histological features Granulomas ++++
dominated by eosinophils

++++
dominated by neutrophils

_

AAVs, antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody-associated vasculitides; EGPA, eosinophilic granulomatosis with polyangiitis; GPA, granulomatosis with polyangiitis; MPA, microscopic
polyangiitis; ANCA, antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody; MPO, myeloperoxidase; PR3, proteinase 3; ENT, ear, nose, throat; DAH, diffuse alveolar hemorrhage.

6.1. Conventional agents

Induction therapy should be adapted according to disease
severity (153, 187). Systemic CS is the cornerstone drug in
EGPA, and treatment with CS alone is justified in patients
with an Five-Factor Score (FFS) of 0 (153, 187). The initial
recommended dose is 1 mg/kg/day of prednisolone equivalent with
a maximum dose of 60 mg/kg/day for 2–3 weeks, followed by
gradual reduction to the minimal effective dose or, if possible,
until withdrawal (153). In severe cases with life-threatening
manifestations, methylprednisolone pulses can be applied (at a
dose of 7.5–15 mg/kg/day for 3 days, followed by oral CS) (153);
however, there are no data to support favoring either intravenous
pulse or high-dose oral CS for active severe EGPA (189). The
French Vasculitis Study Group (FVSG) proposes a tapering-off
schedule of CS between 12 and 18 months, of which the reference
doses are around 20 mg/day, 10 mg/day, and 5 mg/day at
3 months, 6 months, and 1 year, respectively, of prednisolone
equivalent (187), however, the threshold to which CS can be
reduced without compromising asthma and/or ENT symptoms
is unknown and varies from patient to patient. Optimization of
local therapies may help reduce the risk of flares during oral
CS tapering (e.g., increasing the dose of inhaled CS or nasal CS

implementation) (190), while new biological therapies can make
a significant contribution to lowering the dosage of maintenance
CS therapy.

In cases with at least one poor prognostic factor (FFS ≥ 1),
combined treatment with CS and IS is recommended (153,
187). No randomized controlled trial results are available to
support this recommendation, however, the benefit of adding
intravenous cyclophosphamide (CYC) to CS to achieve remission
has been demonstrated (191). The preferred immunosuppressant
is intravenously administered CYC at a dose adjusted for age and
renal function (Table 6) (192). The FVSG guidelines recommend
a dose of 0.6 g/m2/per infusion on days 1, 15, and 30, followed
by a dose of 0.7 mg/m2/per infusion every 3 weeks, with a
maximum of 1.2 g per infusion (153, 187). In cases with impaired
kidney function (<65 years of age), treatment should be started
with a lower dose of 0.5 g/m2/per infusion, while in elderly
patients, a rigid dose of 0.5 g/per infusions is recommended
(regardless of kidney status) (153, 187). CYC infusion should
be combined with antiemetic therapy and good hydration,
with 2-mercaptoethanesulfonate sodium (MESNA) prophylaxis
to limit bladder toxicity (190). In addition, CYC can also be
administered orally at a dose of 2 mg/kg/day (without exceeding
200 mg/day) for 3–6 months, however, intravenous treatment is
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FIGURE 3

Phenotypes of EGPA. ANCA, antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies; DAH, diffuse alveolar hemorrhage; ENT, ear, nose, throat; MEPO, mepolizumab;
RTX, rituximab; AAV, antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody vasculitis; HES, hipereosinophilic syndrome.

preferred due to better compliance and lower cumulative drug
dose (190). During the IS treatment, prophylaxis of Pneumocystis
jirovecii is indicated (co-trimoxazole 400 mg/day or 980 mg
thrice weekly), and screening for drug-induced neutropenia is
necessary. The patient should be informed about the need for
contraception and the possibility of egg/sperm freezing (153,
187, 190). If remission is achieved, maintenance treatment
should be started 2–3 weeks following the last CYC pulse or
a few days after oral CYC. The preferable drug is azathioprine
(AZA), at a dose of 2–3 mg/kg/day, followed by methotrexate
(MTX) at a dose of 0.3 mg/kg/week, for 18–24 months (153,
187, 190).

In cases of severe DAH, eye involvement, or fulminant
mononeuritis multiplex, IS induction treatment should also be
considered, although it is not listed in the FFS (153).

As previously mentioned, in patients without poor prognostic
factors (FFS = 0), IS treatment in the induction phase is not
indicated. This is supported by the results of the CHUSPAN
2 study, which demonstrated that adding AZA to CS in these
patients did not improve remission rates, lower relapse risk, spare
steroids, or diminish EGPA asthma or ENT exacerbation rates
(193). However, treatment with IS as a second-line therapy can
be considered in the group in two clinical situations: first, as
a CS-sparing treatment in cases of CS dependence of >7.5–
10 mg/day; second, in cases of CS intolerance. The preferred drugs
are AZA and MTX, according to the scheme mentioned above
(153, 187).

The recently published ACR guidelines differ from those
of the FVSG (Table 7). According to these guidelines,
the addition of an adjunctive IS is recommended in all
patients with EGPA as the first-line therapy, regardless
of the disease severity (not based on FFS), to reduce
CS toxicity, however, no study results support this
strategy (194).

6.2. Biological agents

In recent years, new treatment options for EGPA have emerged.
The therapeutic array has expanded with the introduction of new
biological drugs, which have been intensively studied (Table 8).
Depending on the mechanism of action, these drugs can be divided
into two groups: first, directed against eosinophilic inflammation;
second, directed against the autoimmune component of EGPA
and vasculitis. However, so far, no single agent allows complete
control of EGPA, and the choice should be dictated by the clinical
features (15).

6.2.1. Anti-eosinophil-driving cytokines agents
In the pathogenesis of EGPA, eosinophils play a key role;

therefore, agents inhibiting these cells may be effective. IL-
5 is the main cytokine that drives eosinophil maturation and
proliferation (21). The first clinical evidence of the successful use of
mepolizumab—a monoclonal antibody that prevents the binding of
IL-5 to its receptor—was described in 2010 in two distinct studies
of patients with EGPA treated with mepolizumab infusions at a
dose of 750 mg monthly (195, 196). The breakthrough was the
randomized MIRRA trial investigating the safety and efficacy of
mepolizumab at a dose of 300 mg s.c. monthly as an add-on therapy
in 136 EGPA patients with relapsing or refractory disease. In that
study, compared to placebo, patients treated with mepolizumab had
significantly more accrued weeks of remission (28 vs. 3%, OR 5.91
for≥24 weeks of accrued remission; p > 0.001) and a higher rate of
remission at both weeks 36 and 48 (32 vs. 3%, OR 16.74; p < 0.001).
Relapses at 52 weeks were less frequent (56 vs. 82%; p < 0.001), and
the average dose of oral CS was lower in the mepolizumab group
between weeks 48 and 52 (44 vs. 7%; p < 0.001). Importantly, there
were no differences in drug safety between the two arms (23). This
trial led to the approval of mepolizumab by the Food and Drug
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TABLE 5 Eosinophilic granulomatosis with polyangiitis severity criteria according to the FVSG and ACR.

FVSG ACR

FFS 1996 FFS 2009 Severe disease Non-severe disease

1. Proteinuria > 1 g/d
2. GI bleeding, perforation, infarction,
and/or pancreatitis
3. Renal insufficiency (Cr > 158 mg/dL)
4. CNS involvement
5. Cardiomyopathy
The 5-years mortality rates:
FS= 0 11.9%
FFS= 125.9%
FFS ≥ 245.95%
study population:
EGPA 82
MPA 52
PAN 260

1. Age > 65 years
2. Cardiac insufficiency
3. Renal insufficiency (stabilized peak
Cr ≥ 150 µmol/L)
4. GI
5. Absence of ENT
The 5-years mortality rates:
FFS= 09.0%
FFS= 121%
FFS ≥ 240%
study population:
EGPA 230
MPA 218
PAN 349
GPA 311

Vasculitis with life- or organ-threatening
manifestations, e.g., DAH,
glomerulonephritis, central nervous
system vasculitis, mononeuritis multiplex,
cardiac involvement, mesenteric ischemia,
limb/digit ischemia

Vasculitis without life- or
organ-threatening manifestations, e.g.,
rhinosinusitis, asthma, mild systemic
symptoms, uncomplicated cutaneous
disease, mild inflammatory arthritis

FFS= 0 non-severe disease
FFS ≥ 1 severe disease
DAH, eye involvement, fulminant mononeuritis multiplex are also
categorized as severe disease, although not listed in FFS

FFS, Five-Factor Score; PAN, polyarteritis nodosa; EGPA, eosinophilic granulomatosis with polyangiitis; MPA, microscopic polyangiitis; GPA, granulomatosis with polyangiitis; GI,
gastrointestinal involvement; Cr, creatinine; CNS, central nervous system; ENT, ear, nose, throat; DAH, diffuse alveolar hemorrhage; ACR, American College of Rheumatology; FVSG, French
Vasculitis Study Group.

TABLE 6 Dosing of CYC pulses depending on age and renal function
(EULAR).

Age (yrs) Creatinine (umol/L)

<300 300–500

<60 15 mg/kg/pulse 12.5 mg/kg/pulse

60–70 12.5 mg/kg/pulse 10 mg/kg/pulse

>70 10 mg/kg/pulse 7.5 mg/kg/pulse

CYC, cyclophosphamide; EULAR, European League against rheumatism.

Administration (FDA) in 2017 as the first biologic drug for the
treatment of EGPA.

Despite these promising results, the MIRRA trial has several
limitations that need to be outlined. First, about half of the
patients treated with mepolizumab did not achieve protocol-
defined remission as the Birmingham Vasculitis Activity Score
(BVAS) = 0 and less than 4 mg of daily prednisone (however, a
post-hoc analysis, in which a comprehensive definition of clinical
benefit was applied, revealed that 78–87% of patients experienced
benefit with mepolizumab) (197); second, the diagnostic criteria of
EGPA were very loose and active asthma was considered a feature of
EGPA relapse; third, none of the patients received mepolizumab as
first-line therapy (all were treated with oral CS with or without IS);
finally, only 10% of the patients included in the study were ANCA-
positive; therefore, the ability of mepolizumab to limit vasculitis
could not be reliably assessed.

Mepolizumab is now considered a potential treatment for
non-severe relapsing and/or refractory EGPA, with limited data
available on its impact on vasculitic manifestations (198). It has
been demonstrated that its effectiveness is not affected by the
baseline treatment of EGPA, duration of disease, or refractory
status of the disease (199). The expert panel of the FVSG
recommends mepolizumab to treat EGPA patients whose asthma is

TABLE 7 Key recommendations for the treatment of EGPA according to
the FVSG and ACR taking into account biologics.

Severe
disease

Non-severe
disease

Severe
relapse

Non-severe
relapse

FVSG CS + CYC
3–6 months
(induction
phase)
AZA or MTX
≥18 months
(maintenance
phase)

CS alone to
minimal dosage
or withdrawal

RTX can be
considered,
especially after
CYC failure (in
induction
phase)
RTX can be
considered
after AZA or
MTX failure
(in
maintenance
phase)

CS + MEPO (first
choice)
CS + AZA or
MTX

ACR CS + CYC or
RTX
if remission on
CYC, switch to
MTX or AZA
or MMF

CS + MEPO (first
choice)
CS + MTX/
AZA/MMF
CS + RTX
CS alone in
selected patients

CS + RTX CS + MEPO

EGPA, eosinophilic granulomatosis with polyangiitis; FVSG, French Vasculitis Study Group;
ACR, American College of Rheumatology; CS, corticosteroids; CYC, cyclophosphamide;
AZA, azathioprine; MTX, methotrexate; MEPO, mepolizumab; RTX, rituximab; MMF,
mycophenolate mofetil.

CS-dependent (>7.5 mg/day) and/or ENT manifestation, starting
at a dose of 100 mg monthly, which has been approved for the
treatment of severe eosinophilic asthma and is three times lower
than that approved for the treatment of EGPA (200). The use of
mepolizumab in Europe at this dosage is currently off-label (198),
but many real-life studies have shown positive results with low-dose
mepolizumab in patients with EGPA (201–203). More recently, a
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TABLE 8 Completed and ongoing clinical trials with the use of biologics in EGPA.

Name Start
date

Aim Cohort/interventionPrimary
outcome

Results Date of
completion

MATOCSS
NCT 00527566
open-label
phase 1/2
N = 7

2007 Evaluation the safety and
efficacy of MEPO as a
steroid sparing treatment
in patients with
Churg-Strauss syndrome
receiving stable steroid
dose (at least 10 mg daily of
prednisone or equivalent)

MEPO 750 mg iv every
4 weeks

Treatment-related
side effects
The lowest
prednisone dose
achieved at the end
of the treatment
phase

MEPO was well tolerated, and there
were no severe AE
There was a decrease in mean CS
dose from 12.9 to 4.6 mg/day after
12 weeks of treatment

2009

MEPOCHUSS
NCT 00716651
prospective
open-label
phase 2
N = 10

2008 Evaluation the efficacy and
safety of MEPO for patients
with refractory or relapsing
Churg-Strauss syndrome

MEPO 750 mg iv every
4 weeks

Percentage of
patients that attain
remission (defined as
BVAS= 0 and
CS < 7.5 mg/day) at
32 week

Eight patients reached the
remission at 32 week
The daily CS dose was reduced in all
patients
No relapse occurred with MEPO
therapy

2010

MIRRA
NCT 02020889
prospective
randomized
double-blind
phase 3
N = 136

2014 Investigating the efficacy
and safety of MEPO in
patients with EGPA
receiving standard-of-care
therapy.

MEPO 300 mg sc every
4 weeks vs. placebo

Number of patients
in each group of the
accrued duration of
remission (defined as
the number of weeks
where BVAS= 0 and
CS ≤ 4 mg/day over
52 weeks).
The number of
patients in remission
at 36 and 48 weeks.

Accrued weeks of remission were
significantly more in MEPO treated
group than in the placebo group
(28% vs. 3%).
A higher percentage of
MEPO-treated patients were in
remission at both 36 and 48 weeks
(32 vs. 3%).
The annualized relapse rate was
significantly lower in MEPO treated
group than in the placebo group
(1.14 vs. 2.27).
44% of MEPO-treated patients had
a CS-sparing effect (vs. 7% in
placebo).
Remission did not occur in 47% of
MEPO-treated patients.

2016
This study led to

approval of
MEPO for the
treatment of

EGPA

RITE
NCT 02947945
prospective
open-label
phase 2
N = 10

2017 Evaluation of the efficacy
and safety of reslizumab in
the treatment of EGPA

All subjects received
reslizumab at a dose of
3 mg/kg iv every 4 weeks for
28 weeks (in addition to
standard of care therapy).

Safety of reslizumab
in patients with
EGPA.

Reslizumab was well tolerated and
resulted in a significant reduction in
daily oral CS.
Of the 10 subjects, 3 experienced an
EGPA exacerbation; one had a
severe AE.

2018

BITE
NCT 03010436
prospective
open-label
phase 2
N = 10

2017 Evaluation the efficacy and
safety of benralizumab in
the treatment of EGPA.

All patients received
benralizumab at a dose of
30 mg sc every 4 weeks for
12 weeks, and then every
8 weeks for 16 weeks (in
addition to standard-of-care
therapy).

Safety and
tolerability of
benralizumab in
patients with EGPA.

Benralizumab was well tolerated
and resulted in reduction of median
oral CS dose from 15 mg at the start
to 2 mg at the end of treatment
Mean annualized exacerbation rate
was lowest during treatment
compared with the pre- and
post-treatment phases (1.5 vs. 4.6).

2019

NCT05030155
prospective
randomized
double-blind
phase 3
N = 100

2022 Comparison of
MEPO-based regimen to
conventional treatment for
remission induction in
EGPA.

Newly diagnosed or
relapsed active EGPA
(BVAS ≥ 3), FFS= 0
lub ≥ 1, not exceeding the
first 21 days of CS therapy;
arms: MEPO 300 mg sc
every 4 weeks vs. placebo
(FFS= 0) MEPO 300 mg iv
every 4 weeks vs. CYC iv
followed by AZA p.o.
(FFS ≥ 1), CYC iv followed
by AZA p.o. vs. placebo
group.

Percentage of
patients who
achieved a CS dose
of ≤ 4 mg per day at
day 168 without
experiencing a
relapse.

Ongoing 2025

(Continued)
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TABLE 8 (Continued)

Name Start
date

Aim Cohort/interventionPrimary
outcome

Results Date of
completion

Long-term
Access Program
(LAP) of
mepolizumab
for subjects who
participated in
study
MEA115921
NCT 03298061
open-label
phase 3
N = 104

2015 Assessment a long-term
efficacy of MEPO in the
treatment of EGPA in
patients receiving
standard-of-care therapy.

Patients who require a dose
of CS of 5 mg per day will
receive MEPO at a dose of
300 mg sc every 4 weeks.

Number of patients
with CS use (up to
3 years); number of
AEs.

Ongoing 2023

MANDARA
NCT 04157348
prospective
randomized
double-blind
phase 3
N = 140

2019 Assessment the efficacy and
safety of benralizumab
compared to MEPO in the
treatment of EGPA in
patients receiving
standard-of-care therapy.

Benralizumab 30 mg every
4 weeks sc vs. placebo and
MEPO 300 mg sc every
4 weeks vs. placebo.

Proportion of
patients who are in
remission at both 36
and 48 weeks
(BVAS= 0 and
CS ≤ 4 mg per day,
or BVAS= 0 and
CS ≤ 7.5 mg per
day).

Ongoing 2024

OCEAN
NCT05263934
prospective
randomized
double-blind
phase 3
N = 160

2022 Assessment the efficacy and
safety of depemokimab
compared with MEPO in
relapsing or refractory
EGPA in patients receiving
standard-of-care therapy.

Depemokimab 200 mg sc
every 26 weeks and placebo
and MEPO 300 mg sc every
4 weeks.

Number of patients
with remission at
both 36 and 52 weeks
(BVAS= 0 and
CS ≤ 4 mg per day)

Ongoing 2025

REOVAS
NCT 02807103
prospective
randomized
double-blind
Phase 3
N = 105

2016 Comparison of RTX-based
regimen to conventional
treatment for remission
induction in newly
diagnosed or relapsing
EGPA.

Arms: in FFS= 0: CS + RTX
1 g in D1 and 15 or
CS + placebo; in FFS ≥ 1:
CS + RTX or CS + CYC iv at
a dose of 600 mg/m2 at 115,
and 29 days, then
500 mg-fixed dose every
3 weeks (together 9 pulse).

The percentage of
patients who
obtained remission
at day 180
(BVAS= 0 and
CS≤ 7.5 mg per day)

The remission rates in patients
treated with RTX were comparable
to those treated conventionally
(63.5 vs. 60.4%).
The mean duration of remission
was comparable between two
groups (10.37 vs. 11.68 weeks).
VDI tended to be better in
RTX-treated group.

2020

MAINRITSEG
NCT 03164473
prospective
randomized
double-blind
phase 4
N = 98

2018 Comparison of the efficacy
and safety of RTX to AZA
for maintenance remission
in newly diagnosed or
relapsing EGPA.

Arms: RTX at a dose of
500 mg iv every 6 months (4
infusions) and placebo vs.
AZA 2 mg/kg per day for
24 months and placebo.

Duration of
remission (BVAS= 0
and CS ≤ 7.5 mg per
day) in weeks (time
frame: 28 months).

Ongoing 2025

CS, corticosteroids; EGPA, eosinophilic granulomatosis with polyangiitis; FFS, Five-Factor Score; AZA, azathioprine; CYC, cyclophosphamide; MEPO, mepolizumab; RTX, rituximab; BVAS,
Birmingham Vasculitis Activity Score; VDI, Vasculitis Damage Index; ENT, ear, nose, throat; AEs, adverse events.

retrospective collaborative study of 203 patients demonstrated that
100 mg can be an effective and safe dosage in EGPA and that
its efficacy is comparable to that of 300 mg in remission rates,
CS sparing effect, and rates of asthma/ENT exacerbations. In that
study, improvement was observed in 10% of patients after dose
escalation, suggesting that low-dose mepolizumab could be used
as a first-line therapy with the possibility of an increase to 300 mg
monthly in cases with an unsuitable response (204). Interestingly,
out of 10 patients with CI treated with mepolizumab (at a dosage
of either 100 or 300 mg/4 weeks), 9 achieved complete remission,
suggesting that the inhibition of IL-5 signaling might be an effective
novel treatment strategy for eosinophilic cardiac disease (204).

To date, no available data are evaluating the value of
mepolizumab in the remission induction phase in patients

with EGPA, however, some small retrospective studies have
demonstrated that the use of mepolizumab as remission induction
for severe EGPA might be safe and effective for controlling disease
activity and reducing CS doses (205). Two randomized prospective
trials of mepolizumab in EGPA are currently underway. One study
assessed the long-term effectiveness of mepolizumab (at a dose
of 300 mg) in patients with EGPA who required oral CS at a
dose of ≥5 mg/day of prednisolone equivalent to control their
symptoms (NCT 03298061). The second trial evaluated the efficacy
of mepolizumab as a remission-inducing agent (at a dose of 300 mg)
in comparison to the conventional therapeutic strategy guided by
FFS (NCT 05030155).

Given the encouraging results of mepolizumab, other anti-IL5
therapies have also been investigated. These include reslizumab
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TABLE 9 The scheme of asthma management to control symptoms according to GINA 2022.

Tracks of
treatment

Step 1
symptoms
less than
4–5 days a
week

Step 2
symptoms
less than
4-5 days a
week

Step 3
symptoms most
days or waking
with asthma
once a week or
more

Step 4
daily symptoms
or waking with
asthma once a
week or more
and low lung
function

Step 5
persistent symptoms and/or
exacerbations despite
optimized treatment with
high dose controller
medications (usually a high
dose of ICS + LABA)

CONTROLLER and
RELIEVER:
As-needed low dose
ICS-formoterol
(PREFERRED
RELIEVER)

As-needed low doseICS-formoterol Low dose maintenance
ICS-formoterol

Medium dose
maintenance
ICS-formoterol

Add-in LAMA
Refer for assessment of phenotype
Consider high dose maintenance
ICS-formoterol,± anti-IgE, anti-IL5/5R,
anti-IL4R, anti-TSLP

CONTROLLER and
RELIEVER:
As-needed short-acting
beta2 agonist
(ALTERNATIVE
RELIEVER)

Take ICS whenever
SABA taken

Low dose maintenance
ICS

Low-dose maintenance
ICS-LABA

Medium dose
maintenance ICS-LABA

Add-in LAMA
Refer for assessment of phenotype
Consider high dose maintenance
ICS-LABA,± anti-IgE, anti-IL5/5R,
anti-IL4R, anti-TSLP

Other controller options
(less evidence for efficacy
or safety, limited
indications)

Low dose ICS
whenever SABA taken
or daily LTRA or HDM
SLIT

Medium dose ICS or
LTRA or HDM SLIT

Add LAMA or LTRA or
HDM SLIT or switch to
high dose ICS

Add azithromycin (three times per week)
or LTRA; as last resort consider low dose
oral CS but consider side effects

Therapeutic education, skill training, and non-pharmacological treatment

CS, corticosteroid; ICS, inhaled corticosteroid; LAMA, long-acting muscarinic antagonist; LABA, long-acting beta2 agonist; SABA, short-acting beta2 agonist; LTRA, leukotriene receptor
antagonist; HDM SLIT, house dust mite sublingual immunotherapy; anti-IgE, anti-immunoglobulin E; anti-IL5/5R, anti-interleukin 5/interleukin 5-receptor; anti-IL4R, anti-interleukin
4-receptor; anti-TSLP, anti-cytokine thymic stromal lymphopoietin.

and benralizumab, which are anti-IL-5α receptors. Both were
investigated in phase 2 open-label trials with a small number of
patients, and the results were promising (206, 207). The efficacy
and safety of benralizumab are currently evaluated in comparison
to mepolizumab in patients with EGPA receiving standard care
therapy (NCT 04157348). The other investigated agent was
depemokimab, a long-acting (administered every 26 weeks at a dose
of 200 mg) anti-IL-5α receptor drug (NCT05263934).

Since the Th2-pathway activation plays an important role in
the pathogenesis of EGPA, drugs studied in asthma may open
new possibilities for EGPA treatment. Dupilumab is a humanized
monoclonal antibody to the IL-4α receptor that inhibits both
IL-4 and IL-13 signaling (208) and is currently approved for
moderate and severe uncontrolled asthma (209, 210), CRNP, and
atopic dermatitis (21). Another promising drug is itepekimab,
an anti-IL-33 monoclonal antibody. In the 2nd phase of a
randomized trial, it led to a greater reduction in the mean blood
eosinophil count, a lower incidence of asthma exacerbations,
and improved lung function in patients with moderate-to-severe
asthma with a good safety profile (211). Tezepelumab is the
next most recently approved biologic drug (in December 2021)
in the US for severe asthma, regardless of its phenotype or
biomarkers. This human monoclonal antibody specifically binds
to TSLP, preventing it from binding to its heterodimeric receptor
(212). Blocking TSLP results in strong inhibition of the CCL2 -
related eosinophilic pathway, as well as Th2- related cytokines
(IL-4 and 13) and Th17 (212), all of which are involved in
the pathogenesis of EGPA (16, 24, 44). Dexpramipexole is an
orally bioavailable synthetic aminobenzothiazole that depletes
eosinophils by inhibiting their maturation. In a phase 2 trial
evaluating the effect of dexpramipexole in moderate-to-severe

eosinophilic asthma, its administration led to a lowering of the
absolute eosinophil count and improved the forced expiratory
volume in 1 sec (FEV1) (213). The results of dexpramipexole in
HES are also promising (214).

6.2.2. Anti-CD20 therapy
Rituximab (RTX) is a chimeric monoclonal antibody targeting

the CD20 antigen present on B cells, resulting in its depletion
(198). Clinical trials showed its effectiveness and safety in GPA and
MPA both in the induction (215) and maintenance phases (216).
Increasing experience in the treatment of other AAVs with RTX
has also led to its use in EGPA. Several case reports and open-
label studies have reported the efficacy of RTX in patients with
EGPA (46, 217, 218). Recently published data from a retrospective
European Collaborative Study involving patients with relapsing
and/or refractory disease showed that in those receiving RTX
(N = 63), the BVAS declined both at 6 and 12 months, and
the frequency of remission, partial response, treatment failure,
and stopping treatment due to adverse events was 49, 24, 24,
and 3%, respectively, without statistically significant differences
between ANCA-positive and ANCA-negative patients (219). In
2020, a randomized controlled trial (REOVAS) evaluating the
efficacy and safety of RTX in comparison with conventional therapy
for remission induction in EGPA was completed (220). In this
study, patients with an FFS ≥ 1 (42/105) were randomized to
receive CS and RTX/CYC for remission induction, followed by
AZA for remission maintenance in both groups. Patients with
FFS = 0 (63/105) were randomized to receive RTX with CS or
CS as monotherapy. Remission rates for RTX and conventional
treatment on days 180 and 360 were comparable in both groups
(63.5 vs. 60.4%, and 59.6 vs. 64.2%, respectively). Similarly, the
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mean duration of remission, relapse rates, and cumulative dose
of prednisone was also comparable (220). The study showed that
RTX was not superior to the conventional therapeutic strategy to
induce vasculitis remission, however, it also did not show that it
was inferior to standard therapy. Randomized trial investigating
RTX in maintenance therapy compared with standard treatment is
underway (MAINRITSEG; NCT 03164473). FVSG experts do not
recommend using RTX as first-line induction therapy for EGPA,
however, it can be considered for second-line-or-later treatment
of severe refractory or relapsed disease, especially following CYC
failure (200), at the dosage recommended for GPA and MPA (to
induce remission, 375 mg/m2 infused once a week for 4 weeks,
or 1,000 mg twice at a 15-day interval, which is equally effective
and safe; to maintain remission, renewed 500 mg infusions at 6-
month intervals for at least 18 months) (200). The ACR guidelines
are more flexible. According to these recommendations, RTX can
be used in the first line of treatment on par with CYC (the
choice is up to the physician), although it is especially preferred
in patients with ANCA-positivity and glomerulonephritis. Among
those with ANCA-negativity, heart involvement, GI, or severe
nervous system involvement, CYC should be considered (200). The
safety profile of RTX in patients with EGPA is similar to that of
other AAVs, although some studies have reported more frequent
allergic reactions to RTX infusion (217). However, recently, the
case of non-ischemic cardiomyopathy following RTX treatment
has been described (221), which suggests that RTX should be
carefully used in case of heart failure, especially in patients
with a previous history of cardiac disease. Interestingly, RTX in
EGPA has been demonstrated to reduce the production of IL-
5, probably by inhibiting B- to T-cell crosstalk (222). Some case
series reports have shown the efficacy of RTX for asthma control
in EGPA (223).

Recently, there have been reports on the effectiveness of a
regimen based on sequential RTX and mepolizumab for the control
of EPGA (224, 225). Bettiol et al. (226) published results of
the European multicentre retrospective observational study and
showed that sequential RTX and mepolizumab treatment (at a dose
of 100 mg monthly) is effective to induce and maintain remission
of both systemic and respiratory EGPA symptoms. These results
seem to support the hypothesis that combining treatments with
complementary mechanisms of action might lead to remission of
both EGPA components.

6.2.3. Anti-IgE
Omalizumab is a monoclonal antibody that specifically binds

to circulating IgE and blocks the inflammatory cascade, notably
cell degranulation (mainly basophils and mastocytes), which
causes a transient lowering of eosinophilia. It is currently
used for the treatment of severe asthma with elevated IgE
levels, chronic urticaria, and allergic rhinitis (198). In EGPA,
data on the use of omalizumab are inconsistent and scarce
and mostly come from case or case series reports. Some of
them support the successful use of omalizumab as an adjunct
therapy in EGPA patients with severe CS-resistant asthma, but
not in those with extrapulmonary manifestations (227, 228).
The results of a study comparing the efficacy of biologics
in EGPA (RTX, mepolizumab, and omalizumab) showed that
omalizumab was associated with significantly lower remission
rates (15 vs. 78%) and significantly higher treatment failure (48

vs. 8%) than mepolizumab (219). Information on omalizumab
efficacy against vasculitic features in EGPA is lacking, however,
two life-threatening cases have been described, who were
unresponsive to IS and eventually responded to omalizumab
(229). In contrast, a relationship between omalizumab treatment
and EGPA development has been described (230). Omalizumab
is not recommended as a remission induction therapy for
patients with EGPA. It may be considered only in patients
who fail or are intolerant to conventional treatment and
mepolizumab (200).

6.3. Other therapies

Other therapies include interferon α (IFNα), intravenous
immunoglobulin (IVIg), and plasmapheresis. Data on the use
of IFNα in EGPA are scarce and come mainly from case
reports, suggesting that IFNα can induce EGPA remission (231).
However, numerous adverse events (e.g., flu-like symptoms,
cytopenia, hepatic toxicity, polyneuropathy, and depression)
limit their use. Intravenous immunoglobulins may be used
off-label in severe cases of refractory AAV in combination
with other specific treatments, particularly in patients with
severe infectious complications and secondary symptomatic
immunological deficits (187). A multicenter double-blind trial
showed the efficacy of IVIg as second-line therapy, especially
in patients with neural involvement and residual peripheral
neuropathy (232). A case of IVIg effectiveness in cardiac
involvement in a patient with EGPA not responding to CYC
has also been described (233). Regarding plasmapheresis, most
data were based on studies that excluded EGPA. Recently
published results of a large PEXOVAS study (involving GPA
and MPA) showed that the use of plasmapheresis in patients
with severe AAV did not reduce the incidence of death or
end-stage kidney disease (234). Similar results were presented
in a small prospective randomized study of 14 patients with
EGPA showing any benefit in adding plasmapheresis to ongoing
therapy (235).

7. Therapy of asthma

Therapy for asthma is indispensable in the treatment of patients
with EGPA and does not differ from the treatment of asthma
in the general population (190). Treatment should be adjusted
to asthma severity using a stepwise pharmacological approach
according to the current International Global Initiative for Asthma
(GINA) recommendations (236). Anti-leukotriene drugs are not
contraindicated if needed, however, patients require careful follow-
up. The scheme of asthma management to control symptoms
shows Table 9.

8. Therapy for ENT manifestations

Management of ENT manifestations in EGPA can be
challenging. The main effective therapy remain intranasal CS. In
addition, multiple daily nasal rinses with normal saline may provide
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some benefit (237, 238). Other drugs, such antihistamines (for
proven allergy) or long-term treatment of macrolides, can be tried
in cases of intranasal CS inefficacy (190). In the last years, biologic
treatment options have been proposed for ENT manifestations.
Mepolizumab at a dose of 100 mg monthly has been approved by
the FDA in 2021 as an add-on treatment option to standard of care
in patients with CRSwNP. The approval has been based on data
from the randomized trial (SYNAPSE) which explored the effect
of mepolizumab vs. placebo in over 400 patients with CRSwNP,
and showed that mepolizumab treatment significantly improved
nasal polyp size and nasal obstruction; in addition, in the treated
group there was a 57% reduction in the proportion of patients
who had surgery compared with placebo group (239). In patients
with EGPA, the MIRRA trial demonstrated that mepolizumab
significantly reduced the frequency of disease relapses, including
both asthma and sinonasal relapses (23).

Regarding to surgical treatment, the role of functional
endoscopic sinus surgery (FESS) in EGPA is still a matter of debate.
The results of the systematic review advise against FESS as a first-
line treatment in EGPA and instead recommends a trial of maximal
medication which is often successful in the initial treatment of nasal
polyps (240). Surgical removal of nasal polyps can provide transient
symptomatic relief but polyp recurrence is frequent (237). In the
future, surgery in EGPA will probably collide with the introduction
of new biologic drugs in the treatment regimens (238).

9. Prognosis and outcomes

Eosinophilic granulomatosis with polyangiitis is considered a
milder form of AAV, with lower mortality compared to other
AAVs (5, 95). It is now viewed as a chronic disease rather than
a fatal condition due to the significant improvement in survival
as a result of effective treatment based on CS and/or IS (55).
In a monocentric study of 150 patients with EGPA, the 10-year
survival rate was 89%, resulting in mortality comparable to that
of the general population (82), while in others, overall survival
reached 93% after a median follow-up of 6 years (100) and 90% at
7 years (54). However, the prognoses of patients with EGPA differ
depending on the presence or absence of prognostic factors (FFS).
In addition, relapses, asthma/ENT flares, and disease-related organ
damage (sequelae) may severely impair the quality of life of patients
with EGPA (54, 100).

Relapses in EGPA remain a major challenge. Their frequency
rates vary between 25 and 49% (54, 55, 241). The factors
predictive of relapse are not well established and are still under
debate. Some studies have shown that peripheral eosinophil
count at diagnosis (<3,000 cells/mm3), cutaneous manifestation,
and positive MPO-ANCA are associated with a higher risk of
relapse (54, 55). In others, high IgE levels at onset (101) and
FFS > 1 were predictive of relapse (242). Recently, the FCGR3B
polymorphism was described as a predictive factor for relapse
among EGPA patients with ANCA positivity (243). As serial
ANCA monitoring can have some utility in predicting relapses in
GPA and MPA, EGPA data are limited because most studies did
not provide complete results on repeat ANCA testing following
treatment (244). However, according to the European EGPA Study
Group recommendations, repeat ANCA testing is indicated in

patients with MPO-ANCA-positive EGPA because persistence, rise,
or reappearance of ANCA may justify more frequent clinical
assessments (152).

The next problems in patients with EGPA are asthma
and/or ENT flares, which are mostly independent of disease
activity (82, 100). Although not life-threatening, both significantly
contribute to patient morbidity, which is associated with persistent
symptoms and exposure to long-term CS therapy and its associated
adverse events (245). Among a multicenter cohort of 101 patients
with EGPA with a median follow-up of 6 years, 92.5% still received
systemic CS at the end of the study (100). In an American study
involving 354 patients with a median follow-up of 7 years, at the
last study visit, only 12.6% had been off all therapies for more than
2 years during their follow-up (241). While vasculitis relapses tend
to ensue within the first 2 years following diagnosis, asthma and
ENT manifestations tend to persist or relapse long after vasculitis
has resolved (246). Sequeales are observed in 80% of patients
with EGPA, regardless of the initial severity of the disease (54,
100). Next to asthma and ENT symptoms, it includes persistent
polyneuropathy (45%), osteoporosis (30%), severe lung disease
(17%), chronic kidney disease (13%), and chronic heart failure
(11%) (54, 100).

A recent study from the US (247) excellently reflects the high
burden of EGPA. The results showed that all-cause healthcare
costs were 2.5-fold higher in patients with EGPA than in those
with asthma alone (with similar geographic and insurance status).
Furthermore, all-cause healthcare resource utilization and use of
systemic CS were also significantly greater in EGPA, with more
than one-third of these patients experiencing relapses (247). On the
other hand, although the burden of the disease remains still high,
the mortality and morbidity of patients have essentially decreased
due to the change in approach toward the treatment over the years.
A Spanish study analyzing the outcomes of AAV patients (including
EGPA) showed improved results with a significant decrease in
mortality and treatment-related morbidity in patients diagnosed
after 2000 compared to those diagnosed prior to 2000, which was
related to the use of less toxic regimens adapted to the disease
activity and stage, and a drastic reduction in the cumulative CYC
and CS dose (113). This trend in treatment continues with the
implementation and search for new biologic therapies.

10. Conclusion

Despite notable progress in the understanding of its
pathogenesis and disease management, EGPA remains a major
diagnostic and therapeutic challenge. Its dual categorization
with HESs and systemic vasculitides leads to varied clinical
presentation, which requires careful differentiation from other
mimicking disorders. To date, there are no universally approved
diagnostic criteria, and diagnosis remains mainly clinical. The role
of ANCA is not fully understood; but two phenotypes have been
defined according to ANCA status, with consistently different
genetic backgrounds, manifestations, prognoses, and treatment
responses. However, ANCA is present only in approximately
30–40% of patients, and there is still an ongoing debate over
whether EGPA should be recognized in cases without the presence
of vasculitis and ANCA. Breakthroughs in clinical practice are
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novel classification criteria that are expected to accelerate clinical
studies on EGPA in the future. Although the prognosis is good,
relapses in EGPA are frequent, and many patients have chronic
symptoms that require long-term treatment with CS. Although
effective, conventional therapy is not satisfactory for relapse
prevention and resolution of chronic symptoms and is burdened
with high toxicity. In this context, new biological agents are a valid
therapeutic alternative, although more data are required.
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